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PREFACE

BACKGROUND

In the 1987 Program of Studies, Tourism Marketing was identified as a
Marketing Education course to be o_ ffered in grades eleven and twelve. This

curriculum guide was develoPed to be used as a resource in planning and teaching
the course.
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Tourism Marketing is designed for students who are interested in the tourism

Internships, simulations, and co-op experiences m.y be used to expand
practical application of the course content.
industry:

COURSE OBJECTIVES

The broad objectives for students enrolled in Tourism Marketing are to:
A. Make realistic decisions about their future in a tourism career.
B. Increase their tourism competence through classroom instruction,
individual projects and other occupational experiences.
C. Develop their desire to further their education in their chosen
marxeting field.
GUIDE CONTENTS/ORGANIZATION

The Tourism Marketing guide consists of the following units of instruction:
A. Overview of Tourism
B. Customer Relations
C Trav,A Deitinations
D. Tourism Promotion
E. Economics and Tourism
F. Travel/Tourism Related Businesses
These units were written for the course to be offered for a year.
consists of the following sections:

Each unit

- A table of contents
- The competency goal statement and competency objectives
- A content/teaching outline
- Student activities (SA)
- Evaluation measures (CTIB)
- Keys to the test items
- References (PR)

To the right of the outline are ,planning notes, indicating when the above
items should be used, with space to add additional notes or references.
It is recomipended that the introduction unit of the Marketing guide be used to
begin the year.
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PURPOSE
Tourism is big business, in North Carolina, as weal as in many other states.

In less than 15 years, travel and tourism has grown from a $1 billion industry to a
$5.7 Gillian industry in North Carolina.

One out of every 10 private sector workers,

,220,000 phis ?people, work in tourism in our state.

This guide has been developed to

help paivide high school , students with the initial training needed for careers in
travels and tourism marketing.

II
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
FOI:

TOURISM MARKETING
1.01,

1.02
1.03

Explain the purpose and importance of tourism.
Recognize, travel and tourism resources:

:Demonstrate. knowledge ,of the history of North Carolina and how it _relates to today's
tourism. industry.
1.04 Describe the psychological and motivational aspects of travel and tourism.
2.01 Develop personality traits irimortarit to business.
2.02 Maintain appropriate 'appearance.
2:03 Explain the 'nature of effective, communications.
2.04 Explain the nature of effective verbal communication.
2.05 Address,, people properly.
;,,,.

2.06
2.07
2:08
.2.09
2.10'

Listen to and follow directions.
Use, telephone in business-like manner.
Explain the nature of written communications.

2.-14

Recognize the impOrtance of addressing, the individual traveler's/tourist's needs.
Explain the critical, aspects of businesi image.
Explain the role of customer services.
Explain' key factors in building a clientele.

Read> charts and graphs.
Direct customer/client to other locations.
2.11 -Handle Customer inquires.
2.42, Interpret business, policies to customers/clients.
2.13 ,Handle difficult customers.
2.15.

2.16
2.17
2.18
2.19

2.24
2.21
2.22
3.01
3.02
3.03
3.04
3.05
3.06
4.01

Explain then selling process'.
Obtain product information.
Process, telephone orders.
Process the various ,methods of customer payment.

Recognile the importance of security and safety precautions.
Explain destinationi.
Describe geographic; aspects of North C -trolina as related to tourism.
Demonstrate -the use of a map.

Identify .types of destinations.
Summarize the impact of travel/tourism. oil an area's environment.
Analyze the need ,for accessibility of destinations by handicapped tourists.
Identify ,the role of promotion to tourism.
4.02 Identify effective typet of media used in a tourism promotional mix.
4.03 'Identify the importance of tourism publicity in the development of an
area /county /business.
4.04 Evaluate' the effectiveness of various tourism rrIciia.
4.45. Develop is comprehensive arca/community/business tourism promotional program.
5'.01
Explain the concept of economic activities.
5.02 Explain .the concept of economic supply and demand.
5.03 Summarize the -roles of public and private sectors in tourism.
5-.04 Analyze the cycle of, economise development for a tourist resort destination.
5.05 Identify business risk associated with tourism.
6 ;01
Identify the functions of the travel agency industry.
'6.02 Identify the three categories of transportation' service.
6.43' Identify the structure of the hospitality industry.
6;04 Describe other travel/tourism related businesses.
0'..05. Identify and interpret trends, associated. with the travel/tourism industry.
6.06 Develop an understanding of career opportunities in the travel/tourism industry.
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Competencies

II.

Content/Teaching Outline

III.

Student Activities

IV.

Evaluation Measures (Competency Test Item Bank)

V.

Key to Test Item

VI.

References
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COMPETENCIES
OVERVIEW OF TOURISM

COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will recognize the importance of travel and tourism.
COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
1.01

Explain the purpose and importance of tourism.

1.02

Recognize travel and tourism resources.

1.03

Demonstrate knowledge of the history of North Carolina and how it relates to
today's tourism industry.

1.04

Describe the psychological and motivational aspects of travel and tourism.
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CONTENT/TEACHING OUTLINE
OVERVIEW OF-TOURISM
PLANNING NOTES
I.

Purpoie and Importance of Tourisin

A. Purpose of Tourism
1. Definition of a tourist
2. Definition of travel
3.

PR-2

Definition of tourism

SA-1

B. Major Components of the Tourism Industry
1. Transportation

PR-1

a. Ship
b. Bike
c. Airplane
d. Railroad
e. Limousine
f. Automobile

g. Motorcoach
h. Aerial tramway
2.

Accommodations

a. Camp
b. Hotel
c. Motel
d. Resort
e. Pension
f. Caravan
g. Food and beverage places
3. Shopping
a. Gift and souvenir shops
b. Arts and crafts shops
c. Indigenous shops
d. Roadside markets
e. Shopping malls
4. Activities
a.. Recreational
b. Attractions
c. Business and trade
d. Entertainment
e. Conventions
f. Festivals

g. Studies
h. Events
is

Sports
SA-2

C. Factors Affecting Tourism Marketing
1. Population trends

PR- I

a. Population

b. Age
(1) Teenage market
(2) Young adult market
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A-3

0

(3) 35-44 market
(4)45-54 madcct
(5) Senior citizen market

c. Population shifts
Income
Education
4. Occupation
5. Race
6. Gender
7. Attittides
8. Time
9. Fashion, customs, habits, and tradition
10. Energy
11. Changing lifestyles
2.
3.

D. Importance of Tourism
1.

SA-3

SA-4; SA-5
PR-1

Development of the tourism industry

a. Early travelers
(1) Oceanians
(2) Mediterranean peoples
.(3) Europeans
(4) The Grand Tour
(5) Americans

PR-2

b. Early and later tourist attractions
c. Spis, baths and seaside resoris
d. Early economic references
c. First travel agents

SA-6

f. Historic transportation

(1) Stagecoach
(2) Water travel
(3) Rail travel
(4) Aukimobile and motorcoach
(5)-.4ir travel
(6) Car rental

SA-7;.SA-8; SA-9
OR SA-10; PR-2

g. Accommodations
h. Tour operators
2.

SA-11

Impact of tourism_
a. International scene
(1) Tourist - generating countries
(2) Developing countries
(3) Employment
(4) Balance of payments

SA-12

b. National scene
(1) Employment benefits
(2) Income
(3)Tax revenue
(4) Visibility
(5) Cultural benefits

c. State level

SA-13
PR-3

(1) Employment benefits
(2) Income
(3)Tax revenue
(4) Visibility
(5)Cultural benefits
d. Local level (contact Chamber of Commerce)

SA-14
SA-15

Overview oj'Tourisra
A-4

1I

'Environmentaimpact

PR-2

(1) Positive
4(2)Negative
f. Sociological impact

'SA-16; SA-17

,

il)Commercialiiation

SA-I8

(2)Stereotyping of visitors
(3)Changes in culture
Caterhig, to tourists
3.

SA-19
PR-2

Futtie trends in tourism
a. GrOwth
b. Leisure trends
c. Destinations
d. Group travel
e. Changes in tnutspodation

111-1

SL -20

f. Accciinmodations

g. GoveOunent involvement

h. Aida* and time spent working

II.

CTIB 001-1.01-01-02

Organization of Tourism

PR-1

A. International Organizations
Nationsd Organizations
1. United States Travel and Tourism Administration
2. Federal Avishioii Administration
3. Department of Transportation
A. Others

C. State Organizations

SA-21

North Carolina Department of Tourism,
Division of Travel and Tourism
2. Welcome centers
3. Others
1.

D. Local Organizations
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Convention and Visitors Bureau
Chamber of Commerce
Tourism Development Authority (TDA)
City/County officials
OthersSA-22"

E. Trade Associations/Organizations
1. Airline industry
2. Bus industry
3. Rail industry
4. Automobile industry
:5: Cruise industry
6. Travel agents
7 Tour industry
1, Lodging industry
9. Food service industry
10. Attractions industry

IL Others
F. Trade Publications
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SA-23
CTIB-001-1.02-01-02
SA-24

,

rc

Historyof 'North Carolina

PR-4; PR-6

A. ,Everits of tiro-150th
1524Giovanni da Verraiario sails along coast
2. -1$40--iferhando de Soto expkirea the sbuthwest comer
3. -158,5-,SriWalter Raleigh attempts establishment of

ftolony

4.

081---bitth of Virginia bitic;-the Lost Colony

the-1600'§-L 1629-=-JarntatoVin colonials move into North Carolina
2. 1663t,liarles It grant a writ,* to eight lords proPrietors;
-land weaftkAiberniatie granted tO Quakers
3.

1678=--,Cid-Peppet- Rebellion

C. Events of the'1100's
1.

1:7014169=.-Settlers-Weit of Chowart Rivet and south to
'.islette River
1705Bath incorporated as first town in North Carolina
3. 1110--NeW, Bern settled by Swiss and Getman Palatines
4. 171 iliiscarcire/Cokansts War; separation of North and
South Carolitia,-: Cary Rebellion

1725Cape Fear Settlerifent6.
7.

1729North Cart. of iina becomes a royal colony

8.

1740 ---'rArriVal Ot Scots,
1753:-=-MOraViant settle WachOVia

9..

1135=1:14nd.* bet*tenNerth aliid South CaiOliiia agreed

10. 1160-Cherokee Victory over British in Prefich and Indian

War
11. 1766-=Meriviana settle Winaten-8ainth
12. 1176TrYork Paiacodonstructed in New Bern

13. 1171-tiattie ritAlainance
14. 1716 ..=Rattle of Moor's Creek Bridge; tiaufai"Resplvesaciolitiit'
15. 1777--First state constitution became effective
16, -1781-43attle Oridifilford Courthouse
17. 1189-,,North Carolina twelfth state tia indify United States
Constitution; University of Mirth Carolina chartered
18. 1792-Atiteig:t becoines capital Of North Carolina
10. 1795-Jameilc.-iPoik born near Pineville
20. -1799First gold discovered in U. S. at Reed Gold Mine in
Iredell Comity
D. Events of the 1800's

L tidy -1800',s-_--Rip Van Winkle Years
2. 1802-Pear Ofillackfevolt
3. 18687-Andrew JOhnsOn born in Raleigh
4. '180-First gold rush begins with discovery of gold in
MecIdenburgfCdutity

1821-4titiCoMbe Turnpike
6. -183644bitiOnVante born in Weaverville
7 .1834Fort Macon built to,PiOtect.ikautort; Wake Forest
University established byi3aptista
8. 183540oiii'Mii4ell **tied'
OOtivkiy of Tourison

44,
;C..

4
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;9 1838Cherokees removed to Oklahoma
10. 184574amest. Polk becomes 11th President of the U.S.
181Nortii-Carolina secedei fibril the Union'
-12: 1862Williarn Sydney Porter (O'Henry) born in Greensboro
13: 1865Andrew Johnson beComes 17th President of the U.S.;
General JOhnitan surrenders Confederate Army to General

Skim* ati3ameti Alice
14'. 1868. North Carolina readmitted to the Union
15. -188O=North Carolina becomes leading textile State
16. 1885=Li' iiiibee *dials -recognized as Croatoan Indians
17: '1887.North Carolina State University founded
18. 1888lbgh-Point Furniture Company becomes firstfurniture factory in North Carolina
19. 1895GeorgeVatiderbilt builds.biltmore Estate
E. Events in the Early 1900's
1. 1900=Thomas Wolfe born in Asheville
1903-LWriglit Brothers fly first power-driven airplane at
Kill Devil }filia-

1 ,I9087-TobaceoeMpire of James B. Duke split
4. 1917World WarI
5. :1920Prerierit day network of roads and highways begun
6. 1924- Trinity College (Duke University)-established
7. 1929The Great DePression
8., 1936Intracoastal Waterway completed
9. 1941World War II
10: 1959Construction of Research-Triangle begins_
F. Local History (optional)

IV.

SA-25; SA-26; SA-27; SA-28
C1113 001-1.03-01-02
SA-29; SA-30; SA-31; SA-32;
SA-33

Psychological and Motivational Aspects of Travel and Tourism

A. Reasons for Travel
1. Push-pull concept
2. Discretionary/Nondiscretionary travel

PR-2
PR-5; SA-34

B. Types of Motivators
1. Physical motivators

PR-i

a. Rest
b. Sports participation
c.
recreation
d. Relaxing entertainment

e. Health

f. Other
2. Cultural motivators
a. Music

SA-35

b. Art
c. Folklore
d. Dances
C. Paintings
-f.

SA-36

Religion

g. Other
3.

Interpersonal motivators

.a. Meet new People
b. Visit friends/relatives
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c. 'FicaPe.froni, rininne/family and neighbors
d. Make neV;Blendships
4. Status and prestige motivators
-

a. Business
b. -Conventions

c. Study
,Pursirit of hobbies and education'

C. Types of-Tourism

PR-2

I. Nature
2. -,'Cultrual
3. Social
4. Active
5. Recreation
6. Sport,
7. Specialized
8. Religious
s 9. Health
10: Ethnic SA-37
D. Barriers to Travel

.:

PR-1

L Lack of time
2.
3.

4.
5.

Health limitations
Family stage
Lack of interest
Fear and safety

CT1B-001-1.04-01-04
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'STUDENT AciTIVITIES
OVERVIEW OF'TOURISM
Using brochures, leaflets, etc., obtained from a local travel agent, plan an "ideal"
vacation. -Thecost of thevaention should -not exceed $5,000. Prepare basic
daily agendas and keep a recOrd,of anticipated expenses. Present your vacation
plan to the class.

SA-1

-Invitee-guest-Speakerfrom,Ontormoreof the major components of the tourism
industry.

SA-2

List several examples of tourism products or services whose Marvet demand wouldt,
be affected by:
.a. .age of potential customer's
b. marital status of potential customers
c. sender of potential customers'

SA-3

Aitume that you have just opened a luxury resort. List the occupational groups that
you Wilttry, to attract to. our resort.

SA-4

Assume that you-are the manager of a theme park. List services and activities that
thepark:Mightofferto accommodate the following groups:
-a. over 65,age segment
b. Children 6 and'younger
C. leenagers
d. young adult market

SA -5

Research-and prepare a two-page written report about an early spa or resort in
North Carolina.

SA-6

Rekarch and prepare an oral report on the history of a specific mode of transportation.

SA-7

Prepare a timeline depicting the developtnent of the various modes of transportation.

SA-8

_

Write a letter of inquiry to the home office of a hotel/motel chain. Request information SA-9
,abotit the history and locations of the hotel/motel.

Using a map of the UnitedSatesjdentify the locations of a specific hotel/motel chain.
Information obtained in SA.9 'would be beneficial in completing this activity.

SA-10

Pin the agenda for a One day tour of your city/town/county. Include all points of
interest.

SA-41

16
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4-0

sSeleet:afciiiiistrgenerating country. 'Prepare a booklet explaining all aspects of the
,'tourism inilUStry in this couhts:y. (Include information such as maps, tourist
attraetiptisAistlify;-traditions; etc.).

SA-12

Write a,letter OfinqUiry toa stateof your choice, Request information about the
ecOnotnic,inipact.of tourism in that state.

SA-13

esearch-one of the following areas:
a. ,employment

SA-14

b. income
c. -revenue
d:

;cOlturAllienefit..:

`;Eitplainihe impact of tourism on the area.

--Itivite-alliest-speaketfromyour loe?.1 Chamber of Commerce to discuss the impact
of tot ism in the area.

SA -15

Imilte a remsentative from an environmental group or agency to discuss the positive
and negative effects of tourism on the local envirpninent.

SA-16

In small groups;brainstorni the positive and negative effects of tourism on the loJal
environment.

SA-17

Select a historical site in North Carolina. Identify commercialization techniques
utilized to attract visitors.
Select a tourist attraction. Research the services offered by the attraction that cater
to the needs of customers.

SA-19

Identify the trends in automobile design that would stimulate vacation travel by this
mode of transportation.

SA-20

Write a letter of inquiry to an international, national, or state travel/tourism
organization. Request information about the role of the organization in the
industry. Present this information to the class.

SA-21

Invite a representative from 'a local tourism organization to discuss the role of the
organization.

SA-22

Contact a trade association/organization for a schedule of events sponsored by
their organization. Arrange a visit to an event. (Examples: visit a trade exhibit,
food fair, expo, etc.)

SA-23

Contact a local business to request copies of trade,publications. Describe the format
-and information. contained in the publication to the class.

SA-24

Overview of Tourism
A-10
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Select a historical site in North Carolina. Prepare a written report detailing the
SA-25
historical development and importance of the site as it relates to the tourism-industry
in the area.
Identify a perion who played a significant role in the history of North Carolina. Gather SA-26
ififormation to include the family history, lifestyle, and contributions of your
selected individual. Assume the role of this person. Present an oral autobiography
to the class.

Create a display or bulletin board depicting the history of North Carolina. This may
be designed using original items, illustrations, sketches or other original ideas.

SA-27

Visit an'antique shop or museum.

SA-28

Complete SA-27"depicting the history of your local area..

SA-29

esearc1 hard cleveloli a lodarliigtotitallimeline. nclude-all-significant-persons,

.SA730

events, buildings and attractions.

Take a walking tour of your city or town. Identify points of interest that you observe.

SA-31

Create a scavenger hunt for a visitor to your area or to be used to educate local citizens
about points of interest. HaVel fellow classmate try your scavenger hunt.

SA-32

Research your family history. Complete a poster representing your family tree.

SA-33

In small groups, identify reasons for travel. By group consensus, determine the
reasons that are discretionary and nondiscretionary.

SA-34

Identify local cultural sites or activities that attract visitors to the area.

SA-35

Invite a guest who is knowledgeable in local folklore or local culture to make a
presentation to the class. (Examples: an American Indian, a storyteller, etc.)

SA-36

Select tourist attractions in North Carolina that would meet the expectations of the
following tourists:
a. nature
b. cultural
c. social
d. active
e. recreational
1. sports
g. specialized
h. religious

SA-37

i. health
j. ethnic
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EVALUATION MEASURES

OVERVIEW OF TOURISM
COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will recognize the importance of travel and tourism.

OMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 1.01; Explain the purpose and importance of tourism to North

TEST ITEM 001-1.01-01
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Define the following:
a. Tourist

b. Travel
-c.- Tourism.

TEST ITEM 001-1.01-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if each
statement is true or false. Record the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left of each
statement.
1.

Tax revenues generated from travel and tourism have no impact on the standard of
living in North Carolina.

2.

One of every ten North Carolinians depends significantly or entirely on travel
and tourism for employment.

3.

An active travel development program in North Carolina helps to increase the
visibility of the state.

4.

Travel and tourism has little or no effect on the income levels of North Carolina
residents.

5.

Travel and tourism businesses expose North Carolina residents to a variety of
languages, ideas, people, and cultural experiences.
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 1.02: Recognize travel and tourism resources.

TEST ITEM 001-1.0241
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Identify each of the following as international, national, state,
or local travel/tourism organizations. Write your answer in the blank to the left of each organization.

I.

Chamber of Commerce

2.

N. C. Department of Tourism, Division of Travel and Tourism

3.

U. S. Travel and Tourism Administration

4.

Federal Aviation Administration

5.

World Tourism Organization

6.

Welcome Centers

TEST ITEM 001-1.02-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Identify five organizations and/or trade publications that
.,.voul&scirve as resources for a lodging establishment in North Carolina.
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tomtETENc*: OBJECTIVE 1.0: Demonstrate knowledge of the history of North Carolina and
WAielitts to tOdaPs tourism iiiduStiy.

l'Est ITEM 001-1.0341
:INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of thetollowing statements. Determine if each
statement is true Or false. Write the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left of each
statement.

Raleigh was incorporated as the first town in North Carolina.
.

The Wright Brothers flew the world's first power-driven airplane near Kitty Hawk.

3.

The Lost Colony was the first attempt by the English to colonize America.

4.

The Quakers settled the area now known as Winston-Salem.

5.

The Biltmore Estate in Asheville was built in the late 1890's by George Vanderbilt.

TEST ITEM 0014.03-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Identify a historic event that took place in North Carolina.
Discuss the impact of this event on travel and tourism in the state.

I
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 1:04: Recognize types/sources of merchandise information
needed.

TEST ITEM 001-1.04-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Match the fallowing motivators with the examples given,
physical
cultural
interpersonal
status and pfestige

4

1.

Meet new people

2.

Planning .a ski trip

3.

Visiting a museum of Cherokee Indian history

4.

Attending a trade show in Charlotte

5.

Spending a weekend touring the Biltmore Estate

6.

Visiting friends and relatives

7.

A trip to Carowinds

TEST ITEM 001-1.04-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Explain the push/pull concept of travel.
TEST ITEM 001-1.04-03

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: List five types of travel. Identify one or more points of
interest in North Carolina,that would satisfy the needs of each type listed.

TEST ITEM 001-1.04-04

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: List five barriers to travel.
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-KEY TO TEST ITEMS
OVERVIEW OF TOURISM

*sr ITEM 001 -1.0141,
a.
A personwho wants to get away from home for a
change,
All overnight trips away from home and all day
trips of 100 miles or more
The business of attracting visitors and catering to
their heeds.

b.

c.

TEstrtgm 001- 1.01 -02
2.,
3.

4.

1.
(5-

False
'True
True,
False
True

TEST ITEM 001-1.04-03
Answers will vary. Some possible answers include:
1.
Nature- beaches, Blue Ridge Parkway
2.
Cultural-N. C. Symphony concert
3.
Active-Old Salem
4.
Social -bus tour to Charlotte
5.
Recreational-Carrowinds
6.
Sport-Beech Mountain Ski Resort
7.
Specialized-trade show in Charlotte
8.
Religious - Ridgecrest Baptist Assembly
9.
Health-mountains
10. Ethnic-Cherokee Indian Reservation
TEST ITEM 001- 1.04.04
Time, health, family stage, lack of interest, fem. and safety

TEST ITEM 001-1.02-01
1.
Local
2.
State
'3.
National
4. -National
5.
International
6.
State
TEST-ITEM 00174:02:02'
Answers will vary. Some possible answers to include

alitaillalialindeglairgagiAngralMigna

MagaziisaatisiNticklY., American Hotel and Motel
Association; Chamber-of Commerce Convention Bureau.

TEST ITEM 0014.03-01
False
2.
True,
3.
False
4.
False
5.
True

-1.

TEST ITEM 001 -1 .03 -02
Answers will vary.

TEST ITEM 0014.04.01
1.

2.
3.
4.
,5.
6.

7.

Interpersonal
Physical
Cultural
Status and prestige
CuUural
Interpersonal
Physical

TEST ITEM 001-1.04-02

'Ptah factor-the desire to travel comes from within the

imam.
Pull factor-the destination attracts the person.
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COMPETENCIES
CUSTOMER RELATIONS

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will recognize the basic fundamentals of customer
,relations in the tourism industry.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES

5

2.01

Develop personality traits important to business.

2.02

Maintain appropriate appearance.

2.03

Explain the nature of effective communications.

2.04

Explain the nature of effective verbal communication.

-2.05-

Address people properly.

2.06

Listen to and follow directions.

2.01

Us telphone in business-like manner,

2.08

Explain the nature of written communications.

2.09

Read charts and graphs.

2.10

Direct customer/client to other locations.

2.11

Handle customer inquires.

2.12

Interpret business policies to customers/clients.

2.13

'Handle difficult customers.

2.14

Rectognize the importance of addressing the individual travelers'/tourists' needs.

2.15

Explain the critical aspects of business image.

216

Explain the role of customer services.

2.17

Explain key factors in building a clientele.

26
Ciptosoterldatiosu

'2;18

Ejc Plain the selling process.

2.19

Obtain product information.

'2:20

process,telephone ord0.

2.24'

Process the various methods of customer payment.

121

itecognizeflieimportance-of-seCtirity-and-safely
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:E Customer ES* tadons
1. Identifying tds
.atisfYing needs

SA-7; SA-8; SA-9
CTIB 002-2.01-01-02

G. Personal Appearance
1. - Grooming2. Appropriate dress

CTIB 002-2.02-01-02

Communicating Thoughts, Feelings, Needs and Information

A. Methods
1.

PR-1

Verbal

'PR-2
SA-10

a. Oral
b. Written
2. Nonverbal
a. Symbols
-b. Body language
c. Proximity
d. Sign language

SA-11

SA-12
SA-13; SA-14
SA-15

Conimunieations Process1. Ideation

2. 'F1164g'

3. Transmission
4. Reception
5.
oding
6. -Response
C. Levels Of Oimmunication
1.

Dovinviard

2. Upward
3. Horizontal
.

SA-16

D. Styles of Communication
1.

Forinal:

2.

Informal

E. Barriers to Communication
1. Physical

a. Time
b. ,Space
c. Message complexity
Environmental limitations
e. Personal handicaps
2. Mental
Personal interests
b. Cultural.conditioning
c. Personal interpretations
d. Stereotyping

SA-18
CHB 002-2.03-01-02

F. Efr-CtiveNerbal Communications
1.

Oral
a. Gramr,t and vocabulary

PR-3
SA-19

'b. Tone of voice
'Pronunciation

SA-20

eustonser Reladons
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.e. :Eye contact
1. InfortriatiPeaking-

SA-21

4):.Sab ....,.8`,4*O4uctions
,

COnvertationi
Providing information
PsuiLLic '04408

1) TYPOPfiiietChes
a)., Informative

.

---bYtniertainMg,
.c),-Persuasive
ihe'Olieech

,a) latiodaction
b) : Body,

c)-CortoltisiOn

3) llinecommtincirhents for public speaking
a). `Be prepared
b) Organize

c)-Reheiise
d), Make good first impression
SPOil la)"
:0 SPO1c-uP

gYBOOirseff

1) tiPss th
i) TIMe.your talk

SA-22
CTIB 002-2.04-01-02

G. Addressing pOple in iBusineSS-Like Manner
L Avoid use:of Slang'
2. AvOid terms Of. endearment
3.
4._

Use cUitOiner'S" name when possible
Address supervisors formally in business situations

PR-5

SA-23
CTIB 002-2.05-01-02

H. 'Listening.

4. WayS of liitening
a. Passive.
2.

-3.

PR-3
SA-24
PR-2

Rities4 listening.
iiitafforlacts and feelings
b. 'Become actively involved
c. gliminate distractions
d. P9 not ddiPate
e. :AyokiPiejtidgingspeaker
f. ,.Clarifyg., .Give immediate feedback
Fallow direCtions

SA-25
SA-26; SA-27
CTIB 002-2.06-01-02

I. 4.1:oe, the Telephone luaus; iness-Like Manner
1. Frindatnental,procedures
'Te.Piphone Manners

J.

Wrjxcn C9TirOilie*Ces

1..

forms
:Wrifing4ibitsinessletter

`,:l*OriiIOPPOlegers
1) ;Aclmowledgerncnts

2) dintui4d9Ps
.

.3) 1141king inctuiries and requests

Vutionice Rcladom

SA-28; PR-6
PR-7
CTIB 002-2.07-61-02

4)% AniWoring inquiries and requests

5),Iales_letters
6) Adjustments
7) Answering complaints.
8). Credit,
9) Follow-Up
b. CurrentbusirlesS letter-formats
c. Guidelines for:Planning the message
1) Identify the 'purpose
2) List' ideas and facts

SA-29; SA-30

PR-3

3y :Organize infOrmation
Prepare,1 rough draft

d. Measuring effectiveness of written communications

K. Reading
1.

CT1B 002-2.08-01-02

PR-9

Types of reading

a. Skimming
b. Scanning'

,PR-3; PR-5
SA-31

Ô. ItItOlts1Y

2. ,Gathering and sorting information
Char*

SA-32
SA-33; SA-34
SA-35
MTh 002-2.09-01-02

b. Giaphs,

c. Brochureeaflets
Maps

L. Direct Customers to Another Location

,

.

1. *.4111to YottOtisiDes

2. Woiinosarila
3. .9eneial directions

M. iIiandle Customer Inquiries
1. Recognize Castornerstatus preferences
a. When customer wants to be .bos,
b. When etiStonter ateepts you as co-equal
c. When CuSionter wants you to lead
2. Convening with Customers.
a. Think before you speak

SA-36
caTIB 002-2.10-01-02

PR-2

b.ouLour-intçn4Iaudknce
'1) Wito *I aro__
2) Eatent of their knowledge of subject
3) What will it take to satisfy their needs

c. Greeting stage
d. Conversation stage
1) Self-eknfidence
2)/Interest
3) Creativity;
e. Goodbye stage

SA-37
CTIB 002-2.11-01-02

N. Intetpreting.Business Policies to Customers
1. Definition of business policies
2. Types ofpOlieies
a. Conmany.iiolicies
b. 'Merchandise policies
C.
vice policies

PR-10

1); $c._ 11191144 00104 services
.2) `cOnvenicnce services

Customer Relations
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3), Proro services
4),tessummitY se?.vices

d. -Crei4Policie!'
3.

SA-38
PR-11

C. 'f'64160-ei POcies
Beisefits of consistent business policies

'ROW 016,
is: Standards for ,handling problem
C. Coinpensaies for errors
d. ,Missindies future problems

CTIB 002-2.12-01-02

o: Iiandlebiffiesdt Cuitoiners
1.

2.

actialig the 'customer service attitude
ComaseistAies of difficult customers

PR-2

100110tat.ive
b. cf*ant eothplaipers
c.

Nonflg

d. know-it-all'
3.

SA-39
PR-12

PMeedure' for handling

a. USW!
1: -Pause before answering

'e. Mrw.*IPtithY

d. ReStale the problem
e. .Addnwsi the problem

SA-40
CTIB 002-2.13-01-02

P. Addressing Individual Custoiner Needs
1.

Undecitanding.human behavict
a. Peopktlike to feel dsey matter

PR-1

b. Individuals kunique

2.

c. Niiholt-pecebn cotscept
d. HumlPfclignitY cca0ePt
e. Human potential 'movement
f: Maskniel Hierarchy of Human Needs
g: 'Nine stages of life
Human relations with customers

SA-41

PR-11
SA-42

a. Tact
-b. Courtesy

c. Respect
III.

SA-43
CTIB 002-2.14-01-02

Critical Aspects of Business Image

A. BuSiness ljnage
1'.

PR-2

DefinidOn of business image

2.. CuitomerwCeptions of business image

Preatige-orieated enterprises,

PR-9

b. I'lli)MotiFilk0entPOolnPaqie;
c.

.3

-06ji44110ivor1e* fblis

Aspects: fijflij

a. Influeaceiiiipttoduct/seiviCe policies

1) :hiala Weser meichindiseiservice
4°.,A3116riOot Oetc4aPdisciseivices

b. Influence of Pricing pOlicies
c. _Whit nee of place policies

2) AtissoaPheiiiappisiance
promodon *dicks

4. ;Inn**

SA-44; SA-45
PR-11

32
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SA-46

`'

e. Impact of personnel policies and practices
1) Personal contacts;
2) Care and share mentality
f. -Influence of customer service policies
g:, Impact of Customers' previous
h. ;Influence of clientele

PR-12
SA-47; SA-48
CTIB 002-2.15-01-02

B. Customer Services,
Definition of services
PrOducts and services offered
a. 'ProdUcts andServices offered
b. Sales supporting services
1) CostiecOvery services
2) No cost services
C. Gbodwilf
3. Main categories of customer services
1.

PR-13
PR-2

2.

PR-13

a. Credit
b. Merchandise handling
c. Customer accommodations
d. Informational and advisory
e. Customer facilities and convenience

SA-49
CTIB 002-2.16-01-02

C. Building Clientele
1. Identifying target Market
a. Definition .
ImPOrtancs
2. Elements of marketing mix
a. Products and services

SA-50; SA-51
PR-16

b. Price
c. Place
d. Promotion

IV.

SA-52
CTIB 002-2.17-01-02

Selling Process

A. Definition

PR-12; PR-21

B. importance
1. Identify goods and services ncedecl'by tourists
2. Assist tourists in purchasing products and services
3. Create and maintain employment
4. Satisfy wants-and needs of tourists
5. Assist in maintaining high standard of living

C. What Customers Expect from a Salesperson
1. Friendly and helpful
2. prOmpt service
3. .Nent apPearance
,4. Courteous and patient
5. Benefits Of purchase
6. Liston and understand desires
7. Answer questions
8. Suggestions
'R. Adetitiate inforination
10.. Help diem buy to best advantage
1 L inten:stin ctiitomersatisfaction after the sale
12. 'Determination to please
Customer Relations
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13. Remember custOmer preferences
.14. Assist in making wise buying decisions

SA-53

D. .Five Mental Stages of Self-persuasion
1. Attention
2., bitereit
3. Desire
4.. ,Conyiction
5. Action

E ,Seven Steps of A Sale.

SA-54

1.Preoách

,2. Manch
3.
4.

Dekvinining customer wants and needs
Feature-benefit-praientation

5.

ovei_eoine QbjectiOns
6. acid Of: the side
7., -Suggeatien selling and reassurance

SA-55

F. Custother Moods
1.

Tall:Wye

2. Silent
3.. Friendly

-4., -Disagreeable
5.
6.
7:
8.

Traitor sensitive
Impatiait
Dominating or superior
Proixastinating

Ctistomer Buying Motives

L Gain or economy
2.

He.41 tit

Comfort and convenience
Safety and protection
5: Affection ind love
6. Prestige and recognition
7. Variety and recreation
3.

4.

SA-56

H. Classification of Buying Motives
1.

.p,rimary

Selective'
Rational;
.4. .Eniodonal
5. Product'
2.
3.

6. -Panaiage
Grill 002-2.18-01-03
I.

Information Needed toSerye Customers
1. Merchandise/servicett available in the business
2. 1.4catiort of ineichindise/Seivices
3.

,

ReservCstockandlecldon

4, 'MeriluindiseserviCes available in other locations

Merchirsdlie **carried by business
:6; ,Merchandise' that can be special ordered

7.. M

bebui

8. 'Pee eliPerebindise 9e,e(Iiihiment

.")

ti

.t,

Specific Product/Services Information

1. Appearance
.2;
3.
4.

Material composition
Iviannfacturing prdeess

uses:
5., Performance

Service
7. Care
8. Brand
9. Price

10. Competition
11. Related items,
K. Sources of Product/Services Information
1. Merchandise
2. Other salespeople
3. Customers
4: personal experiences
5. Publications
6. Special training classes
7. Competitive shOpping
8. Tours
L. Process Telephone Orders
1. Importance of telephone sales in travel and tourism
a. Making reservations/giving information
' b. Qualifying customers in preparation for faceto-face contact
c. Time and money - saving !nettled

SA-57
CTIB 002-2.19-01-02
PR-11

d. Follow-up
2.

Steps'of telephone sales presentation
PrePlOming
1), Study product/services
2) Develop sales vocabulary
3) Outline Sales call
b. Telephone sales presentation

PR -12

1) Give an open* statement
2) Establish raPport
3) Providefeature-benefit statements
4) Ask qualifying questions
5) Overconie objections
6) Close the sale
CTIB 002-2.20-01-02
PR-2; PR-9

M. ,Methods of Customer Payment
1. Types of sales

a. 'Cash
1) Currency
.2) Checks
b. Charge
1) Credit cards
a) 'Tyra of credit cards
b) Credit authorization
2) processing

SA-58; SA-59
SA-60

SA-61

c. COD
d. Layaway
e. Discount
Customer Relations
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2.

General rules for cash register use
a. Keep Cash drawer orderly
-b. _Havetufficiient change

PR-2

c. Reccid ides carefully and accurately

d. DOnoIgosales
0

-e. Be, careful When' handling receipts

f. B*141)31000 goodWill

CT1B

N. Security and Safety Precautions
1. Safety practices
a. Occirpatiorad Safety and Health Administration
b. Safety procedures

2-2.21-01-02

PR-9

1) COMplote accident report form
'2) Keep stairways clean

3) mak cats Pr**
4)- Close stock drawers

5) 41) alOatea; areas clear
5) Check exit goon
7) Rilbw safety regulations for use of equipment
8) iCeepftredoora and-areas clear
9), Enforce
smokin g rules
10)Keeck floors clean

SA-62; SA-63

c. Guidelines for handling an accident
1) _Report SO Manageinent,

2.

2) Do not move injured Person
3) 'Interview hjUied party and witnesses
4) Do not-VOlunteesTeriOnal opinion
5) Accumtely Mpoitthe accident
6) Report accident to insurance company
d. Fire Safety
1) Observe no-smoking regulations
2)- Use proper connections_
3) Store boxes and tammabkliquids properly
4) Be finiliarwith tit procedures
5) Be alert to safety
Security
a. De17..ting and preventing theft

PR-2

1) Finns of credit
Shoplifting

b) Larceny
c) Embezzlement
d) Pilferage
2) Types of thieves
a) Professional shoplifter
b) Kleptomaniac
c) "Thrill" shoplifters
d) Juvenile offenders
3) Shoplifting techniques
a) BOSONS

b) Diverters
c) 'Mockers
d) Sweepers
Walkers

f) Wearers'

SA-64; SA-65
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4) Protection of stock
a) Follow customer service practices
b) Use surveillance systems
c) Improve store layout
5) Employee theft
b. Observe apprehension and arrest policies

SA-66
CT1B 002-2.22-01-02
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES

CUSTOMER RELATIONS
In

.

Relations at Work (PR-17), complete Activity #5 on pages 53-54.

SA-1

in linnian Relations at Work (PR-17), complete Activity #7,on pages 57-62.

SA-2

,I,n.payChology.antl/iuman Relations In Marketing (PR-18), annplote
"PitiOnidity 'RatingSheti"- on page 29.

SA-3

Ia Haitian:Relations.* Work (PR -17), complete Activity #13 Oh page 73.

SA-4

Vaing "Personality Rating Sheet" from SA -3, Identify persdnality traits rated average
or below.tuid prepaie-a personality improvement plan.

SA-5

Invite-t local employer to speak to the class about employer expectations.

SA-6

in Munson Relations at*** (PR-17), complete Activity #23 on page 111.

SA-7

Assume-die role of assistant manager at-a local tourist attraction. It is your
esponsibility to communicate proper. grooming and dress to new employees.
-Roleplity this situation in small groups.

SA-8

Invite an employer from a local tourist attraction to speak to the class about the
importance of appearance and good grooming in the tourist industry.

SA-9

In Psychology Humair Relations and Work Adjustment (PR-1), read Case 1
on page 245-and discuss questionS.,

SA-10

Locate a newspaper article that is jargon-filled. Rewrite the article in standard English
which would be understandable to anyone.

SA-11

Mike a list of symbols used to communicate messages. Examples: $, #, &, etc.

SA-12

Complete "Test Your Body I.Q." on page B-19.

SA-13

'Play Charades. Topics might include tourist attractions, hotel chains, etc.

SA-14

InvitergueStapeakerrvoficiefit in communicating withthe hearing-impaired.
Suggestion: Teach a greeting, student's name, etc.,-in sign language.

SA-15

Roleplay tourists- related Situations using downward, upward and horizontal levels of

SA-16

.ComintmiCation.

38
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'Co_ mplett;'''Communications Crossword" (SA-1 in North Carolina Marketing
,,Guide,-Cominunications unit ).

SA-17

-Arrange for a coworkeiladministratOr to visit the classroom. Prior to the visit, plan
a dramatic Confrontation between the visitor and teacher (or student). After the
incident, instruct students to write 'their personal interpretation of the scene.
Discuss Mental barriers affecting, perceptions.

SA-18

Use one Of the many paperback books available that offers a humorous look at
Southern accents to discuss Southern grammar and vocabulary.

SA-19

Select a short message for each student to read.and record o_ n cassette. Discuss
pronunciation, tone of voice, and slang.

SA-20

Roleplay A-Variety of introductions.. Ekample: Introduce employer to patent.

SA-21

Prepare and present an informative speech. Topics might include a local tourist
attraction, economic impact of tourism to the area, etc.

SA-22

Use "Addressing People in a I3usinesslike Manner" (SA-8 in North Carolina

SA-23

-

Marketing Gide, Communications unit ).
Divide class into two groups. Communicate to one group that they should relate a
personal experience to their partner. The other group should be instructed to be
inactive listeners. Talk about how it feels when no one listens.

SA-24

Use "Listening Evaluation" (SA-13 in North Carolina Marketing Guide,
Communications unit ).

SA-25

Complete "Following Directions" (SA-21 in North Carolina Marketing Guide,
Communications unit ).

SA-26

Have pairs of students sit back-to.back. Provide puzzle pieces for both students.
SA-27
Student A,will arrange pieces into a design or his/her choice. Student A will then
communicate the design to Student B. Eadh instruction may be given one time only.
Compare the puzzle arrangements. Discuss listening and following directions
Use a teletrainer or telephones to roleplay procedures for telephone usage.

SA-28

Prepare a business letter answering a letter of inquiry about a local tourist attraction or
site.

SA-29

Using the letter in SA-29, type in proper letter format.

SA-30

In Communications in Marketing (PR-3), complete "Learning Pacer Form"
on page39.

SA-31

coutorler Relations
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Using road maps, determine distances using map scale of miles.

SA-32

Contact local Chamber of Commerce for charts and graphs related to the impact of
tourism in your area.

SA-33

'Invite a guest",apeaker from the local Chamber of Commerce. Encourage the speaker
to shareinformatiorywith chartsAnd graphs.

SA-34

Obtain leafletsibrockttret from local tourist attractions of historical sites. _Read and
preient-infcinriation to the Class.

SA-35'

Sectiteor.clevelop a map of-the-localarealcity/county), a tourist attraction or a
historical site. Asf,ume you are an employer in the area/attraction/site. A tourist/
traveler has requefted ditections to a location on your map. With another Student
roleplay hoW you would direct this tourist/traveler to the location.

SA-36

Assume the role °fan employer in a local tourist business (Example: hotel, motel,
Testaurant,:sas station, etc.). Roleplay with another student the following

SA-37

custOnier.

a; Where it the reitroom?
wand we -get to

?

-c-Outchild,is
-Where can we find a doctor?
d. whet:pis kgood*itgurFlt?
c. Is there **geed place to shop.in this area?
f. 'Where can we find lodging for the night?
g. What is,the history behind
?

h. Can .wt transportation to the airport?
i. Whatiriaes
presentations at the

6

take place?

Prepare clearly-stated and concise policy statements of a touris -oriented restaurant
for each of the fDllowing areas:
a. Customer requests Isfor special orders
b. CustOnier payment

SA-38

Interview thTee'salespeoPle who work in tourist-related businesses. Ask the salespeoplesirow they typically handle the types of difficult customers. Record your
interviews for class presentation.

SA-39

Invite a Manager or assistant from a tourist-related business to speak to the class.
Encourage the speaker to discuss the statement "The customer is always right."

SA-40

Write your own name and thenames Of one family member, one friend and one
:person "660 work situation on separate sheets_of paper. Referring to the whole
persoirconeept; list as Many life roles as yoti can trnk Of or know about each
'letS9n: I)* With each person to determine if your-list encompasses all the toleS
they fill.

SA-41

40

Customs,' ReladOms
1t e

ASSuMc'theMle ofaCoriCierge for a major hotel. Choose one person from your list
-.:iO4A741'..'This -person is iguest of the-hotel. Identify one need this person
might have in eachr&listed.in SA-41: Briefly describe how you would assist

SA-42

't.hp:gficon,itoloit each of these roles
g-npIete "Making Words Out of Courtesy" on page B-20.

SA-43

As yOU,Visit.different toinistioriented"businesses (at least three), make notes on
the decor, color and general appearance of the business. Write or give a report
of,your-findingt.

SA-44

Locate samples of business logos or signs (from newspapers, magazines, direct mail
mother sources) of tourist-related businesses. Prepare an oral or written report
describing Whatis conveyed by these desigin and if the image is accurate.

SA-45

Lbeateadvertisetliiiiits-(fforn neWspapers, brOchtireS,rnagaimos,,etc.)for several
tOuriSt-ielate&busineSses. Visit the businesses and determine if the image
friOjeCted-irt.the ads 'accUrately:depicts the place of business.

SA-46

'Prepare. a,Itivo page descriptiOn covering the images of two tourist attractions._ Include
SA-47
the type: of operation "(prestige-oriented, promotion-oriented, convenience.,-Orien,ted)',andllitipecifiupolicietthat supPort file-business image being prOjected.

Choose three different destinations and survey five people who have never been to
.these plao4(tiSe adUltS). Get information on their vie* of the cost, the people,
Ahe'sighls,andactiVities,lhe weather and any other images they hold. Find three
or more people who have visited each destination and complete the same survey.
Compare the reSults.

SA-48

Select a local tourist-oriented bushiesS. List customer services offered by the business.
Ideritifyadditional" services that you feamight improve customer relati)ns.

SA-49

Identify alodal- tOuristattrdetion. Research and compile a list of the demographics of
of the clienteleforihis business.

SA-50

Complete the DECA,Creative Marketing Project Competitive Event. Refer to current

SA-51

DECAtandbook.

-

In BUsiness.p rinekiles.and Manageineni Study Guides and Problems
(pR.:16),'Cdthplete:Prdb1enis.8A-and 8B on pages-41-42.

SA-52

"*rite.a briefsleseriPtio*of the ,41.perscsii's strengths andweaknesses that you
observed durinta recent shOpPing experience.

SA-53

Int:eaderskpDeyeibpment (PR-19); complete "You,Approach Exercize"

SA-54

n.li.i.10-1.10;

v.

Custoiner*Reladons
11.17

lirthe-Nortli tarOlifict-Mailketing-Guide , Selling Unit, select and complete
appropriate student activities.

SA-55

Prepare aposterdepieting goods or services that a tourist/traveler:might purchase

SA-56

tOatisfy.vgiout *ing-motives..
-Prep* a VIM dtinboatd Or pater displaying the success of merchandise/service
,information for a local tourist attraction or area. Examples: brochures,

SA-57

leaflets, adVertiSements,-guides, etc.

eoinpiete."Makint Change" on pate B-21.

SA-58'

After IiiivinginstitiO, tedy6ir Students.on,the procedure for operating-the cash register
-SA-59
available to
--do the following:
1. --oi:otainleivetatsets of play mOney-and have each student "set-up" the cash drawer.
2.. beyeloP,Sothe sales transaction problems. .
3. ..T.afie:atitsChedule-,to the cash register.
4. Have each student ring up a cash transaction correctly, announce the
sale, accept the-arnotint tendered, count the- change back manually, and thank the

0.st*PetNote0t.th,ere S no cash register available, simulate a cash drawer and evaluate students
on counting Change only.
COnipiete.lbECC-Matitemadcs LAP 46.

SA=60

-Re.' ad-and discuss "Charge Transactions" on page B-23.

SA-61

Invte alocid fire safety inspectbrisanitation inspector/operations manager to share
safety policies and procedures': with the class.

SA-62

Contact the local chapter of the American It- "mss to arrange training in CPR for

SA-63

_the ciats:

Contact the Crime Prevention Unit of your local law enforcement agency to arrange
.a guest speaker for the_ciass. vAltforms of theft should-be-discussed.

SA-64

Complete DECA' C.;40e.Prevntion PrOject. Refer to current DECA Handbook.

SA-65

:Contact a large local business to arrange a tour through the facilities of the business.
Discuss th. ft prevention techniques utilized.by the store.

SA-66
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SA-43

MAKING WORDS OUT OF COURTESY

DOOTIONS:L there are many traits-amiactions which show courtesy. Below is listed the letters
fr-S4:1'.. Beside each lettek Write as many swords as you can that start with that letter which
*iratiiwoucoutiestor ways of showing courtesy.

-c.90idgrat

'0

-cmderly-

-U

understanding

respectful

Y

YOU. IF YOU SHOW THESE TRAITS AND ACTIONS YOU ARE SHOWING
COURTESY.

SA-13

TEST YOUlt BODY LANGUAGE T.Q.

You' reeite *list ofieasoi1S.-whyyou deserve anise and your boss covers his mouth with the
palm of hiS-liand.dintigycidi entire prisontation. He's.tellin&you:
a. He's going to turn you down
....b:,.fle.;0_1ans'Ofitve-yon the raise
difficulty Making a decision
2.

YOu!re-mullitigOVer an idea-_with a colleague at work and she keeps tapping her foot and
199104 ather watch. From these-gestures you can infer that she:
.0. is-angry with.you--'
b. _Is tired,

.-c. Is impatient
3.

You walk into a 'both for an important job interview and the company president gives you a
-two;handed handshake and,pats you on the back. With these actions he's
a. Saying he appreciates your promptness
Telling-yinihe,vanta to-hire you
-C. ASertingliS-superiOrity

Key:
1

The answer to all questions is "C. If you missed any or all of the questions, you could benefit from
i-iesson or two in body-talk basic.

-,

I
7
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SA-58

MAKING,CHANGE

StnvC&iFathMethod of Makiig Change
****4004,t`,i.of the sale to the custhmer

1.

-whet** customer *st-ritslite money, place it on the ledge-above cash drawer or on top of

4

cash drawer Do no put money in cash drawer until customer has change
State aloud diiiiMOdritthat the customer presented and the amount of the sale. For example, if
the sale is $556 and the
you say aloud, "$556 out of $10.00."
Using the
Piece's Of 'change possible, start with the amount of the sale, count forward
and4kelhe necessary change out of the cash drawer until you reach the amount tendered by
the customer snit example, , fora
sale of $5.56 out of $10.00, you would need 4 pennies
($5
($5.7) 1 quarter($6.00);, and 4 singles ($7, $8, $9,
$10) You
With-the Weil-Mount, add currency until
reach the amount tendered.
'Coil,* the change
to the customer alOud. For example, you would say "$5.56,
^$5:60-','45:75,'$6'.00,'$7.00,'$8-.00; $9.00, $10.00." Counting aloud to the customer will check
10,ur***0,40dri,t,sitiTes.the customer of receiving the correct change:
After the customer accepts the change, put the money tendered in the proper compartment of
the eash.dittWer:.'ClOse,the drawer, thank the cusotmer and wrap or bag the customer's
,

5

6.

Directions
Using the table presented below, determine the total amount of change to be given to the customer.
Use the fewest number of coins as possible.

of Sale

'Amount
Received

$

$- 1.00

AntOtint;

4.49

$10.00

$ 15.98

$20.00

$ 29.50

$50.00

$

3.57

$10.00

$

2.65

$ 5.00

$ 12.53,

$20.00

$ 16.47

$20.02

$

,

1.

5

25

10

$1

$$ $10 $20 Total Change

4
,

00frii,#110104!
;B-21

'ISPY,.:,,

.7.

Atipc!**

,AtnOtint

of-Sale,
.25
4;49
S
$ 115:98

.Received
'S '1.09

'.

,$ 29:50
$ ' 3:57

$KOP'

:$20:00
-$50.00
$10:00

$ 2:65
$ 5,00
$.4 2,53,----$20.pa__ __._
$: 16:47
$20.02-

1

5

10

25

$1

$5

$10 $20 Total Change

3

-$ .75

2

1

2

$ 5.51
$ 4.02

1

4
2

3

1

.

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

2
2
3

1

1

2

$ 6.43
I. 2.35
$ 7.47
-$` 3:55-
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$20.50

SA-6I

CHARGE TRANSACTIONS

:In-addition to paying cash for merchandise purchased, the customer May charge the merchandise to
.10her account and:Pay-for itlater at many stores and business-es. It may also be charged to a bank
charge account. The sale charged to the customer's account is called acharge-take when the
eustornertakeathe merchancuse wrthlurn/her and a charge send when the merchandise is delivered.
all StOreka charge _transaction requires the identification of the Customer. Customeridentification
is usiutily:One *One of three wars: -(1) by pers9nal identificati3On of the Customen,rer.ogniz:ng,
him/her, (2)` by credit card or (3) ?by requesting authorization fibril the, credit department. Methods
1 and 2'are often practiced in small neighborhood stores where:each customer is known personally.

Inmbst retail businesses, customers who wisItto mike a charge purchase present their credit card.
This could be a card from onestore or a group of stores or a bank card 'pored at a numter of
establishments.
:Sorneenixlit cards and/or stores have a limit to the dollar amount the customer can charge. If this
ruplatintis.eXceeded,"it mustbe authorized by the credit department before the merchandise is taken.
Qtherirregularities in credit sales. should, be checkedby the manager or credit Card. If the
merchandise is-to be delivered, the sales slip will be attached-M the Merchandise-and sent to the
delivery department. Then the credit department will-authorize the purchasebefore it is delivered.
After determining the transaction is to be a charge sale, the clerk would follow this procedure:
1.

2.

3._

4.
5.

7.
,ft:

9.
11.

Ask the customer for his/her credit card. This is your means of authorization.
Check the card number against the invalid list. (This information is prepared by the credit card
company-otindividtial- store and lists card numbers which have been expired or which should
notbehonored beCause they have been lost or stolen or beeanSe the company has ceased
.ProVidint eredit to the card holder.),
Ring up the purchase-on the cash: register. Compute tax, subtotal, and total.
lire-Pare the Charge, sales Slip.

Stainpthescharga,salei slip'VvitlEthe customer's card.
the slip4O the customer for his/her signature.
Compare the signature tothat on the, card.

let* the card, to'the customer.
Oht0.0,004-appio*or authorilation if a credit limit is involved.
diVetheettatOMer hiVher oopy,9f.the sales slip and file the store copy in the cash register.
Ragthernerchandise(some stores staple the sales slip to the outside of the bag).
ThanklhectistOrner.

4'7
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EVALUATION MEASURES

CUSTOMER RELATIONS

'"';

.cOmpgrg' NO G0412: The learner will recognize the basic fundamentals of Customer
0104500.i0.01,404,118min(110TY.
.

_

.

,NCY OBJECTIVE-2.01: Develop personality traits important to business.
TEST:ITEM.002-2.01-01-

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: From the following list of traits seleCt those which are deskitble inioveloping a business personality. Place an X in the blank to the left of the items you
Choose.

-5:

Cheerfulness
Enthusiasm
i'atienCe
'Body structure
,Independence

6.

.Ss,lise of humor

1.

_

2.
3.
4.
*0

Anoganee
,Resentment
.'9. Intolerance
10. -Dependability

11. Patience
12. Initiative
13. Oyer aggressiveness
14.. SensitiVity
15. Compassion

t-

z

'
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TEST ITEM 002-2.01-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Match each of the terms listed in Column A with the most
closely related term in Column B. Record the letter of your choice in the blank to the left.

fa h nth.
,

Column B

I. Dependability
:2; Trustworthiness

3. Openfiniaded

,

,
,

.

4: indhstriOtisness
5:

Compassion

6. Patience

.

7..---Enthusiasm
8. Independent
9. Empathy
10: Assertiveness

a. Eagerness
b. Self-governing
c. Honesty
d. Hard-working
e. Understanding
f. Receptive
-.g. Forcefulness
h. Reliability
i. Sympathy
j: -Self-control

p.
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OMPETENCY,OBJEC'TIVE 2.02: ,Maintain appropriate appearance.

'EST ttEm 90240241

,

'irtsTituctiONsIO STUDENTS: From the following list of characteristics, select those which
.contribtite to a-favorable impression in business. Place an X in the blank to the left of the
OharaOteriatica you choose:

1. 'Good grooMing
2. Serious facial expreSsion
3. Jeatis and tee shirt
4: imoaticoo
.5: .1:1' *I-posture'
'6: TPleasant Smile
"Tailored, suit
7$1: -,tunPeClibouldeii

9. Enthusiaitio approach

10. Extreme hairstyle.

TEST ITEM 0024.62-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if each
statement is true or false. Record the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left of the
statement.
1.

In business an employee's personal appearance is not very important as long as
the employee gets his or her work done,

2. Employees who maintain good personal appearance help create favorable impressions
toward the business.
3. Employees should be able to dress the way they want and not according to store

policy.

4. The dress of an employee runs no risk in offending or losing customers.
5. Employees would probably not lose their jobs because of undesirable personal
appearance.

50
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t1FT;O*1400.24.02.413,

ftifrt RIJCIIONsiT9 stuDENTs: Read each-of the following statements. Determine if each

statement is true or false Record the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left of the
statenient.
1.

Personal appearance refers to the mental image that you present to others.

2. Appearance and first impressions are important because they influence the way others
ee and react to you.
3. Personal appearance includes health, dress, and grooming.

4. One of the most important factors in personal appearance for a restnurant employee is
clean fingernails.

:

5. High school students in marketing Occupations should not be expected to follow
company dress codes.

51.
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MPETENCY OBJECTIVE 2.03: Explain the natue of effective communications.

'OAT ITEM.002403-01

akstRugnoNs TO STUDENTS: List an example for each level of communication given
below.

1. Horizontal
2. Upward
3. Downward

TEST ITEM 002-2.03-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Match each of the terms listed in Column A with the most
accurate definition in Column B. Record the letter of your choice in the blank to the left.
Column B

C1)111ala.B.

1.

Response

2. Decoding

a. Putting thoughts into words or action
b. Formulating an idea

Ideation

c. The receiver's formulating a response message

4. Transmission

d. The receiver's turning the message into meaning

S. Encoding

e. Sending the message

6. Reception

f. Receiver's taking the message as it arrives

3.
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COMPETENCYOBJECTIVE 2:04: Explain the nature of effective verbal communication.
TEST ITEM 002-2.04-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if each
statemtni-is-Out:or false. Write the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left of each
statement.
1.

You should adjust your tone of voice to your audience and message.

2. Slang words are appropriate in a business presentation.
3.

Proper grammar and vocabulary enhance the credibility of a speaker.

4. Eyes transmit more information to an audience than any other part of the body.
5. People usually pay no attention to words that are mispronounced.

TEST ITEM 002-2.04-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Prepare an informative, entertaining or persuasive speech
following th6 nine commandments of public speaking. Present your speech to the class.

53
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OMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 2.05:. Address people properly.

agar.

TE,STATE14 002.2.05.01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: From the following list of statements, select those which
demonstrate knowledge of how to address ether people in a businesslike manner. Place an X in the
blank to,che left of the statements you choose.
L Betty calls to her department manager and says, "Joe, this woman wants to talk with
you."
John tells his customer, "Mrs. Jones, your alterations will be ready by noon."
3. Kevin tells the store manager, "Yes, sir, that shipment arrived yesterday."

4. Joan explains to her customer, "Sweetheart, that dress looks fabulous on you."
5. Linda tells her customer as she enters the department, "Mrs. Lanford, we just
received a new shipment of your favorite handbags in new colors."

TEST ITEM 002- 2.05.02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if each
statement is trite or false. Write the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left of each
statement.
1. Terms of endearment, such as "dear", "honey", or "sweetie" make the customer feel

appr.,tiated.

2. Even if you are on a first-name basis with be boss, you should address them formally
in the presence of customers.
3. You should refer to a customer as "sir" or "ma'm" only if the customer is obviously
.older than you.

4. Customers feel welcome in your store if you address them by name.
_5. Slang terms are appropriate to use when talking with customers if they are the same
age as the salesclerk.

54
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QVITETENCYOBJECTIVE 206: Listen to and follow directions.

ITEM 0024 06=0''

I*001.0-1401St0 STUDENTS. , You will listen to the instructions on new policies and
procedures givcn at a storewide meeting. You should take notes during the presentation since you
e responsible fofinformingfelloW employees who are absent about the policy changes.

'

:114STRUCtIONS
'Read the folloWing,"Storewide meeting" to students. .Allow
iti*AioA4,000iny questions, but 00, not reread any parts. On a separate page;have;tne,students
.*tite.the.ans*erif.0 the following questions as you read them based on the information they have

Storewide Meeting
Good afteittOOti. -Welcome to outtneeting. 1 have several new policies and procedures to report to
:YOU ,thiS°.,a,"#noon.,

oftbeitist andfoundbort has' been placed, behind the-service desk on thc2nd floor.
:Any iost articles you find in your department should be brought here
ii:SecOnct--r:kne* dress code will be enforced beginning Wednesday Women are not permitted to
*Of sk.'iVeleSsl000nts or jeans . They should wear fashionable business attire. Pant suits are
appropriatedo not *ear dress tiants and a lgonse=the,hips should be covered with a jacket or a
sweater Hemlines should be.nO,thore.than:2 inches above or below the knee. Men are required to
WearaSUiti,a,ridlie.ot.SPoitstoat and tie if they are on the sales floor
iir'liiirds'=.4-S.tolte'pOlicy,prOhibits any drinking or eating on the floor: Management has observed
ieVera10641e:With Sat drinks,onthe sates floor behind counters. -If this continues, drink machines
w0i1311,*!**ed'*-,Fcinktlr=;-We have switched to a new Computer system for keeping inventory. I am passing out an
example of the new tags that will be on all merohandisc. Looking at your example, you will see
dree'*tions toiheAag;: the section labeled 001 will be torn off and placed under the sales counter in
abort: Section 002 will go Ova spindle beside the register and 003 will remain on the garment for
the CUStiriner At the end of the day these tags should be taken to-Mr. Carter's office on the 2nd floor
behind the furniture department 'Be sure to demonstrate to your fellow employees so they will have
no doubtliOwfO use thenew CoMpUter tags. Are there any questions concerning the items
diaCtissed?'Our. meetingia'adjourned.
ttidentsmay use their notes' in :answering the following questions:
Why,Wasitheineeting called?
What"-Wak'the'fit:st,-iiipeedure covered?
,

3.,

What specific lotationinstructionS.were given?
What410;*0°,actOnd policy covered.9
j-Wit-itt:Will it begin?'

6
-3;;

VI11f
V4.4;!.ciOit of pants are-P,Orm4ted?

8

'Whativks'*dabont.hetnline0,

9

What should men wear-On the sales floor?
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IQ:- --,What,w0:11ie.ttirdp9licy, covered?,

11 .4riat*11-be:.thitonselfluOnces if store policy is not followed?
8Vtiat4ias.thelouith policy covered?
lloW-inany.iectiOnon thp-rie*--.tags?
-14. What shouldbe.done initially wittier& section?
Where wij!ViesOags be taken daily?

TEST-ITEM:002-2.06-02

'PIST:RUCI1ONS10:STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if each
'Statement is true orfaise. Write the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left of each
statement:
1.. Listening is the same as hearing.
2.. The greatest barrier to better listening is the location of the listener to the speaker.
3. Prejudice and bias are major blocks to effective listening.

4. Sympathy allows a listener to listen to what is being said from the speaker's point of
view.
5. Active listening is giving full attention to what is being said.
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04P1 EtENCY OBJECTIVE 2.07: Use telephone .in businesslike manner.

TEST 001 0024.07 -01
',INSTRUCTIONS TO. STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if each
itafeMent is.tive or false. Write the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left of each
:state:0)04:
,L When-answering the telephone at a business, identify yourself and the business right
away.
2. Voice and telephone personality take the place of body language over the telephone.
3. If yon-reach a wrong number, you should quickly hang-up without apologizing.

4. Using-a caller's name frequently in p telephone conversation makes them feel
uncomfortable.

5. When answering a business phone, you are the business to that caller.

TEST -ITEM 002-2.07-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read the situation below and complete the itlemo form based
on the.inforinaeon provided.
Your eMployer; Mr. Adams, is out of the store and will return later today. You are to take the calls
and record any messages that the callers would like to leave. Mr. Adams will return the calls when
he returns. Situation:. -Mr. John Walsh called at 10:00 to talk with Mr. Adams about a problem at
,Lowe's Warehouse. One of the trucks has broken down and the delivery that was to have been made
today Cannot be made OW tomorrow. If Ms. Adams would like to discuss the situation further, he
can call Mr. Walsh at 919/723-4567.

TO
MESSAGE'

TIME

DATE

WHILE YOU WERE OUT
M

OF
PHONE

iELEPhi0.4E6

PLEASE CALL

CALLED TO SEE'-`101.;

WILL CALL AGAIN

WANTS TO SEE YOU.

RUSH

thistr T.I.n ey
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OMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 2.98: Explain the nature of written communications.

ItsT,ItEM'002=2.08-01
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS Assume thatlyou are an employee of the Breckinridge hotel.
Mr. and Mt..16bn Jones'ilave.tequescx1 reservations for a doublc occupancy room for the week of
November 2=8: Write flatter of con: onation using proper business f3rmat.
TEST- ITEN*0024.08-132

INSTRUCTIONS TO,S'11/DENTS: Rewrite the following memo to make it more clear and
cdncise.

The purpose of this memo is to, acknoWledge the ticeipt of the copy of the invoice of June 9 which
we recinested. We wish to take this opportunity-to express out appreciation of your prompt attention
to this matter: EncicistAyOu will fincl'OUr check in the amount of $38:86 in payment of the invoice
iris with sincere apology that we send this payment after locating our mistake while retelling back
to our recOrds. We.a-sture.you-that we will make every effort to avoid a mistake of this !tat= in the
future.
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:OkIPETENCToslECTIiri 2:09: Read charts and graphs.
`TESTITEM 0024..11%;01,

.INStRUCTIONSTO'CTURENTS: Read and interpret the tax chart below. This is an example
of 'a tax chart at.the rate-of 4'1/2%. If the sales price is less than 9 cents, there is no tax; if the price
to:29 cent.s.;the tau is 1 cent, etc. The -table below shows tax on sales up to $25.00.
Using-the chart, figure the tax on the amotiais listed bdlow.

-is `10

Sales Price

Tax

$10.28

rhc03. 01te4 ail OP Iv.o4
PIS C45.-5194430
.1

b.
c.

$ .06

$15.26

'

WIS
15145 - 5134

$ 7.49

'2f

452345.44
45.454536

45474521

53.73-12.99

45.394311
66,534433

$3:7-siii

',
.2
..,

":"

4334435S

5737-53.46

4634-66.11 3,2°,

."

Mtn

/333-17-4-4
- .
45
17.45-77.44 351

1

"

WIS.

.1917-.95
.
- .71 875

9034- 90 SS 401
5° .-.9134710.77
90.71- 9099 455
251
91141. 9127
323
9123- 91.44 11

75a11738
1719-1431
7132-71.33
71.34.71.55

..,. '91.45-'3136
.5. -9147--9138
7too-nn ..., :9115- n-51
71n.i.t.44
97.13- 97.33
19.45:71.41 ,,,, -97.14-' V2.15
year -71.44 .....- ,n.S4= nn -..,
1134-111.11

71.73-71.99

,

:.

.....
u4. -4717 vn 71.19.0e.11
,97.711- f7.99
31334714 353 3212:1033 341 .4300- 9323 4 19.
37.454/34 305 80.14-80.55 20 : 9.323-1144 4xf
4733:47.111 355 036-40.7/
93.45- 9334 421
_... 303
44.70-413.99

54.6.512i

$23.18

1"

45.00-4527 113

5319:53.11

e.

7".

..

44.-71744.91

5317-5733 '
57.34 -5235'
5300-5321
5127-5334

d.

,4140 LOCAL SATES S. USE TAX CHAtt
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TEST ITENI0024.69-02

INSTAtril[oNS,TO:sTvDENTs: Read and interpret the mileage chart bet w. Using the chart,
Ileterinine thelpileuge.between the 'cities listed below.
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OMEETENCY OBJECTIVE: ,Direct bustomer/client to other locations.

tiEsT tr4m 0024.10'01
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS' Assume you are an employee in The Gift Shop at Sam's
Amusement Center. Use the diagram beldw to give directions for the following:
1

you.are,Working in,the gift department. Direct a customer to the snack shop.

2.

yon are: 'In the:back of the cr..d shop. Direct a customer to the men's restroom.

3..

You are standing* the t-shirt display. Direct a customer to the candy department.

Diagram: The Gift Shop Sam's Amusement Center

c
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101:4.04 062-24-02

:iiIgniuctioNstostOENTs:

Assume you are an employee of a local restaurant located at
the
Of,North Church Street and Lees Chapel Road. A tourist has telephoned requesting
'direotionS to your. business from the intersection of 1-40 and Guilford College Road. Using the map
below, writethe directions given ,to assistthe customer to your location.

vccot416'

Airport/

W. FRIENDLY Ave,

Welcome Center

100.T.
TE
%N.

WmitOn-S

alem

41.* awayER Rif-

0
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0-111PETENCY OBJECTIVE 2.11: Handle customer inquiries.

TEST I'Y`EM op.q.11.01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Assume that you are an Information Center employee at your
local chain* of Commerce. A family of five including a man, woman and three small children is
requestiqg inforination. Respond to the following inquiries.
.1.

Which moderately-priced hotel/motel rould you recommend in this area?

2..

What full-service restaurants would you recommend for dinner that would accommodate our
family?
Would you recommend at least two area attractions that our family might enjoy vUting?

TEST ITEM 002-2.11-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO3TUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if each

statement is true or false. Write the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left of each
statement..

1. When conversing with customers, think about your intended audience before you
speak.

2. In the business,world, the customer is the boss.
3. Confidence in yourself and your ability to serve the customer contributes to
successful conversations with customers.

4. A cool, indifferent attitude of an employee helps to create a positive impression of
the business.
5. ".ne goodbye stage is important in handling customer inquiries because it creates
a

lasting impression.
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OilittENCIfr C.I.BjEtTIVE 232: Interpret business policies to customers /clients.
TEStIll'EM 0024:12-01
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Match each of the terms listed in Column A with the most
cleSely related term in Column B. Record the letter of your choice in the blank to the left.
Column A

Calumnit

1.

Personnel policy

a. Baby strollers are available to customers free of
charge

2.

Merchindise policy

b. No refunds on merchandise without a receipt

3.

Credit policy

c. Personal checks are not accepted

4.

Service policy

d. All employees must wear the company uniform
during workhours

5

Company organization
policy

e. Employee complaints should be reported to
immediate supervisors

TEST ITEM 002-2.12-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if each
statement is true or false. Write the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left of each
statement.
1.

Business policies are intended to create an image in the customer's mind before,
during and after the sale.

2.

Business policies provide a basis for handling customer problems.

3

Consistent business policies contribute very little to repeat business.

4

Accepting credit cards is an example of a merchandise policy.

5.

Business policies assist in minimizing future problems.

64
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6,11.10TENCY OBJECTIVE 233: Handle difficult customers.

TESTITE1002-2.13-01
'INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: List the procedures that should be used by a salesperson to
handle difficult customers.

TEST ITEM 002-2.13-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Assume thatsou are an employee at Max's Seafood
.Restiurant .A.ti angry etistomer.approaches you at the cash register, slams the bill for their meal on
the counter and,coMplains loudly about the service received from the waitress. The waitress,
adcoidhig to the customer, displayed a negative attitude and was slow to serve and meet requests of
'the CitstOtrier. The customer shouts, "I don't think that I should be expected to pay full price for this

Answer the-following questions concerning the customer's complaints:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

What is the problem?
What is th customer's complaint?
What questions would you ask the customer?
List possible solutions to the customer's complaint.
Select the best solution and explain why this solution is the best choice.
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COMOETENCVOBIEPTIVE 2.14: Handle difficult customers.

TEST-ITEM 002-2.14:01
,INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Assume the role of an employee of the Seaside Hotel located
on/the beach. Individuals in all stages of life frequently visit your hotel. Identify a specific need for
:each of the life stages below: and indicate a service that could be offered by the hotel to meet the
need:

Life Stage
1.

Young, single people

2.

Newly married couple, no children

3.

Full-Nest I, youngest child under 6

4,

Full Nest II, yougest child 6 or older

5.

FultNest III, older couple with
dependent children

6.

Empty Nest I, older couple no
children

7.

Empty Nest II, older couple retired

8.

Solitary survivor, employed

9.

Solitary survivor, retired

&al

service
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TEST ITEM 002-2.14-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each ofthefollowing statements. Determine if each
statement is true or false. Write the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left of each
statement.

1.

Customers like to feel that they matter, that they are special.

2. Travelers/tourists should be treated as unique individuals.
3.

According to Maslow's hierarch of Human Needs, the most important level of need
is tir. social need.

4. In the whole-person concept, sometimes a person's roles coincide and conflict.

$

5. Tact, courtesy and respect should be used in addressing individual tourist/traveler's

needs.
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OiVETENCY OBJECTIVE 2.15: Explain the critical aspects of business image.

TESTITEM 002-2.15-01
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Define business image.

Y.

TEST ITEM 0024.15-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Rent each of the following statements. Determine if each
Itatement is true or false. Record thc correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left of each
statement
1.

Businesses Lave distinctive qualities that make impressions on people.

'2.

EMployees can be the best or worst asset the tourist inthtstry has in forming positive
images f :P its businesies.

3

Tourists usually
hotels and restaurants that have an image similar to the
image that they have 2 themselves.

4. Creating an image for a tourist attraction is a simple protvss.
5. Atmosphere and appearance have little effect on thc customer's image of a business.
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COMPETENCY; OBJECTIVE 2.16: aplain the role of customer services.

TEST ITEM 002-2.I1-01'

INSTRIJCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Identify the customer services offered by tourism-related
businesses from the list below. Place a "C" in the blank to the left of the services that are Cost
Recovery. Place an."N" in the blank to the left of the services that are No Cost Services.
I.

Baby Strollers

2.

One-hour film processing

3.

Shipping

4.

Parking

5.

Restroom attendants

6.

Playground areas

7. 'POstal service
8.

Bellman/porter

9.

Room service

10. First aid station

TEST ITEM 002-2.16-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if each
statement is true or false. Write the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left of each
statement.
1.

Sales supporting services are provided by businesses to support the products that
they sell.

2.

Goodwill is the positive feelings that people have toward a particu!ar business.

3.

Credit services involve activities such as delivery, sto,age, shipping and gift
wrapping.

4. Customer accommodation services are conveniences which assist customers in
gaining maximum satisfaction from the merchandise they buy.
5. Personal shoppers are an example of informational or advisory services.
Cuctonzer Relation;
B-45
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611/PETENCY OBJECTIVE 2.17: Explain key factors in building clientel.

ITEM 0024.1741
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following incomplete sentences. Determine
vihichof the completion choices is most appropriate for each statement. Write the letter of this
-response in the space provided to the left.
1. -A market for pioducts-and services is composed of

a. Wants and needs
b. Potential consumers
c. Money
d. HomeoWners

2. The market for air transportation is
a. Larger than
b. About the same size as
c. Smaller than

the market for bus transportation.

d.. Noteappropriate for

_3. Markets are people. with
a. Different needs and wants
b. DisSimilar characteristics
c. Something in common
d. The same objet gives
4. Markets are people
a. Who live in the same geographic location
b. With money to spend
c. With incomes over $20,000
d. Of the same age
5. The process of dividing the total consumer market into smaller groups of

people is referred to as
a. Market division
b. Ma7keting research
c. Market identification
d. Market segmentation

Customer Relations
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TEST-ITEM 002.72.17-0,2

INSTRUCTIONS TO'STUDENTS: For each of the products, write at least one number that
correspOnds to a possible characteristic of potential customers for the product.
Products

Characteristics
1.

Curling iron

1.

Sex (male/female)

2. Dog biscuits

2. Age group

3. Mink coat

3. Geography

4. Bathing suit

4. Education level

5. Air conditioner

5. Marital status

6. Bird cage

6. Family size

7. Football helmet

7. Income level

8. Electric typewriter

8. Race
9. Pet ownership

10. Nationality

11. Home ownership
12. Occupation

7.
Customer Relations
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TEST I'fE1VI 002.218-01

'INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: From the following statements, select those which indicate
the-iinporiancc of selling. Place an "X" in the blank to the left of the statements you choose.
1.

Selling activities raise the standard of living.

2.

Selling activities raise inflation rates.

3. Selling activities create demand for new products.
4. Selling activities create jobs for others.
5. Selling activities ra ,c product prices.

TEST ITEM 002-2.18-02

INSTRUCTION. TO STUDENTS: Arrange the steps of a sale in the correct order. Number one
through seven in toe blanks to the left of the steps.
1. Feature-benefit presentation

2. Approach
3. Suggestive selling Ad reassurance

4. Overboming objections
5. Closhig the sale

6. Determining wants and needs

7. Preapproach
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TEST:ITEM 002-118-03
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the tollowing statements. Determine if each
statement is true or false. Write the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left of each
-Statement.

1. The merchandise approach is most effective when the product features relate to
the customer's needs.
2. Salespeople should stop selling when customers have objections because the

customer is no longer ir-rested.
3.

...loses are based on the merchandise while objections are the customer's way
of delaying the sale.

4. To determine wants and needs, a salesperson should observe, question and
listen to the customer.

5. The sale is complete when a salesperson asks for the dote.
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iti*ENPX OBJECTIVE 2.19: ObtairiprodUct information.

-.1111

liEsrtvw.024.19,01
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Place a check in the blank to the left of each sourct. of
product infdrinition.
-1.

Price tickets

1 Customers
3. Manufacturer's leaflets and brochures
4. Price index

5. Hangtags
6.. Stock marka report

7. Product itself
8. Salespeople

TEST ITEM CO2-2.19-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if each
statement is true or false. Write the correct response (true or false) in the ble-ik to the left of each
statement.
1. Product information is less important today due to the increase in self-service

businesses.

2. A salesperson who is no familiar with a product cannot sell effectively.
3. Well-informed salespeople fear objections from their customers.

4. It is not important to know your competition and the products they have for sale.
5. Product knowledge includes what products are not carried by the store.
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.9-M,PETIENCY'OBJECTIVE 2.20: Process telephone orders.

TEST:ITEM 00410-01
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if each
statement is trueor false. 'Write the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left of each
statement.
1.

Telephone selling is more difficult than personal selling.

2. Many businesses are increasing their use of the telephone for selling.
3. The opening Statement in a telephone sales situation is not as important as the
approach in a face-to-face sales situation.

4. Time should be spent preplanning a telephone sales situation.
5. "Canned" sales presentations are the most effective method of making a

telephone sales presentation.

TEST ITEM 002-2.20-C2

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Assume the role of an employee of a telemarketing
company. Yi
Tornpany is currently promoting Funland USA, a local theme park. The park offers
the following atra.ctionS:
The largest roller coaster in the world

"Smallville"ten rides for children under 6
Si i variety shows offered at various times throughout the day

wear rides.
Open 9:00 am to 10:00 pm
Shuttle bus service from parking lot
Food and beverage concessions
Shopping
Picnic areas
Covered rest areas

You have been assigned the task of preplanning the telephone sales presentation for Funland USA.
Use the following steps to develop your presentation.
a. Open;nWstaternent: Write an appropriate opening statement
b. Establishing rapport: Write a statement that would e :tablish rapport
c. Feature,benefit stater/writ: Write"tWo feature-benefit statements
d. Qualifying questions: Write three qualifying questions
e. Additional feature-benefit statements: Write three feature-Ixarefit statements to
use in your sales message
f. Overcoming objections: Write two objections your customer might have
g. Develop an answer to overcome each objection
h. Closing the telephone sale: Write an example of a choice and an assumed close.

Customer Relation 75
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014ETE NOPOBJECTIVE 2:21: Process the various methods of customer payment.

TF04,;r0ivtio04.4-04'
`INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: You are a salespers'm (#4) in the High Plazt, Hotel Gift
cn:May 10.of this -year, Ms.-Linda Smith of 307 Brevard Road, Asheville, NC 28806,
=ptirehaSeitIie following items:

I porcelain
@ $49.95
.2 t-shirts, size medium, @ $10.00 each
1 necklace, @ $16.98
Ms. Smith will pay cash for the purchase. The sales tax rate is 6%. Complete the sales check.

TEST-ITEM 002-2.21-02
INS'T'RUCTIONS TO. STUDENTS: Sequence the following tasks involved in credit sales by
listing the number of each step in the blank provided.
Totaling the sale
Obtaining the customer's credit card
Checking invalid list
Stamping the charge slip with the credit card
Computing the tax

Thanking the customer
Subtotaling the sale
Itemize the purchases

Obiain customer's signature

Give customer his/her copy of 0 sales slip
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 2.22: Recognize the importance: of security and safety precautions.
Annimmemeimor

'TESIITFM 002412-91
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: For the safety practices listed below, give the benefit of each
priatioe to the btisiness and to the customer in the appropriate Aumns.

Safety Pm/ice
1.

Clear stairways

2.

Clearly marked exit doors

3.

Completed accident reports

4.

Closed,stock drawers

5.

Clear elevator areas

6.

Clean floors

7.

Enforcement of no-smoking
rules

Benefit to Budness

acalgSaritorner

TEST ITEM 002-2.22-02

INSTRUCTION" TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if each
statement is trim or false. Write the correct response (true or false) in the blank to tht left of each
statement.
1.

Shoplifting can be minimized by the proper store layout.

2. Employee theft of merchandise is called larceny.
3.

Pilferage is a type of stealing done by hiding small amounts of merchandise in
shopping bags, purses, pockets, etc.

4. Kleptomaniacs steal on an abnormal impulse.
5. Engaging salespeople in a conversation, acting suspicious and asking salespeople for

merchandise from a stockroom are techniques used by blockers.
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TEST ITEM 002-2.05-01

.ctisto,*.R*LATIONS

2,3,5

-*Tam. 002-1.0241
4,

TEST ITEM 002-2.05-02
1.
False
2.
True
3.
False
4.
True
5.
False

11;12, 14, 15

TEST ITEM 002-2.0102
1.
h

c'

2.

3.

f

4.

d
i

5..

6.
7.

j

8.
.9.
10:

-b

TEST ITEM 002-2.06-01
1.
New policies and procedme.3
2.
Lost and found box
3.
Location behind service desk (2nd floor)
4.
Dress code
5.
Wednesday
6.
Sleeveless garments or jeans
7.
Pant suits-no dress pants and blouseships covered with a jacket or sweater
8.
No more than2 above or below the knee
9.
Suit or sponscoat and tie
10.
Prohibits eating and drinking on the
selling floor
11.
Drink machines removed
12.
New computer system for inventory
13.
3
14.
001-tom off and put under counter in box
002-put on spindle beside register
003-remain on garment
15. Mr. Carter's office-2nd floor behind
furniture department

a
g

TEST-ITEM 002-2.02-01

1,5,6,7,9
TEST ITEM 002-2.02-02
1.
False
2:
True.
3.
False
4.
False
5.
'True

TEST ITEM 002-2.0243
1.
False
2.
True
3.
True
4.
True
5.
False

TEST El EM 002-2.06-02
1.
False
2.
False
3.
True
4.
False
5.
True

TEST ITEM 002-2.03-01
Answers
vary.
TEST ITEM 002-2.03-02
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

c
d
b
e
a

TEST ITEM 002-2.07-01
1.
True
2.
True
3.
False
4.
False
5.
True

f

TEST ITEM 00'
1.
True
2.
False
3.
True
4.
True
5.
False,

04-01

TEsT#EM 602-2.04-02
Anofers4iii vary. Stude. . should show evidence of
fOliOWinjithe Nii,3 CoMmandments of Public Speaking.
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TEST ITEM 002-2.07-02

To

N,

TEST ITEM 002. 2.12.01
1.
d
b
2.
3.
c
a
4.

1)(Itiriv,

(Ide

OAT(

TAlf

it pt.

WHILE YOU'WERE OUT

5.

wrarelltd

or
pooRE 2lict

,g(TopeamTO

2(

TEST ITEM 002-2.12-02
I.
True
2.
True
3.
False
4.
False
5.
True

C.I.I

Cllt 0 TO ITT TOV

o.1, CALI. CaoT

...It 10 (CC Ou

luta

OtSSAG

-NicI t Pi di deliver -ft,mbrr t.ttf

-tientrit Coll if t,ti$h

-16

lit. 0.

TEST ITEM 002-2.08-01
Letters should be written in block or modified block
format. Wording will vary.

TEST ITEM 002-2.08-02
Wording will vary. Memo should be clear and concise.
TEST ITEM 002-2.09-01
a.
$.46
b.
no tax
c.
$.69
d.
$.34
e.
$1.04

TEST ITEM 002-2.09-02
a.
231 miles
b.
c.
d.
e.

e

1.1.9

142 miles
178 miles
367 miles
404 miles

TEST ITEM 002-2.13-01
Listen to customer
Pause before answering
Show empathy
Restate problem
Address the problem
TEST ITEM 002. 2.13 -02
1.
An angry customer to deal with
2.
Poor service
3.
Answers will vary
4.
Answers will vary
5.
Answers will vary

TEST ITEM 002-2.14-01
Answers will vary.
TEST ITEM 002-2.14-02
I. True
2.
True
3.. False
4.
True
5.
True

TEST 'Tem 002-2.1S-01
How a firm is viewed by consumers and others.

TEST ITEM 002-2.10-01
Diztztions will vary. Directions should be clear.

TEST ITEM 002-2.10-02
Answers will vary. Directions should be clear and
concise.

TEST ITEM 002-2.1S-02
1.
True
2.
True
3.
True
4. False
5.
False

TEST ITEM 002-2.11-01
Answers will vary.
TEST ITEM 002-2.11-02
1.
True
2.
True
3.
True
4.
False
True
5.
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TOT ITEM 0024.16.01
N:
C

2.

C
N

3.,

4.
5.
-6.

1ST.

N
C
N
C

8.
9.

TEST ITEM 002-2.14 -02
1.
False
2.
True
3.
False
4.
False
5.
True

TEST ITEM 002-2.20-01
1.
True

T-4:

2.
3.

TEST. ITEM 002- 2.16.02
1.
Thin
2.
Mue
3 .False
4. 'True5.
True

False
True
False

4.
5.

TEST ITEM 002-220-02
Answers will vary.

TEST ITEM 002-2.21-01
TEST ITEM 002-2.17-01
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

b
a
c

b
d

MAW

6.
7.

8.

0,,

1, 2, 8

.v, I le

we
....,
,,,,c,

«,,,-....,

ill/Main
rine
499c
2 it-shirk s, e Alryli;JaLrb.01)
_l_ pericln/P
A,.If?

3

3, 7,11
9
1, 2,12
4, 7;12

TYPE OF SALE

v CASH
TEST ITEM 002-2.18-01

OCHARGE

OCOD

comma,' sic Nowt( x

3.

TEST ITEM 002-2.21-02
6,1, 2, 7, 5, 10,4, 3, 8, 9

7

4.

5

5.

6

6.
7.

3
1

TEST ITEM 002-2.18-03
1.
True
2.
False
3.
False

4.

'Pie

5.

False

irEprrrpt 0023,19.01

TEST ITEM 002-2.22-01
Answers will vary

TEST ITEM 002-2.22.02
1.
True
2.

False
True
True
False

3.
4.
5.
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,.....c.
49:45.,20V.2,C)

IG,!clf?

g 6 2..,_. 1

Saidei)14/44,,

TEST ITEM 002-2.18-02

4

;V ,
"1

,.. avc.c.,

.11 .2.2

i
mr.LIci_____

AOCOUKT osts

1,3,4
1.

.5../0

1

9,11
1,2,3, 7

2.. 2

# ii

art

_MS___Linfiascfridh
30'7 ?Wet,to rei Rood

at,

2.
3.
4.
5.

DAVI

AsoNss

TEST ITEM 002-2.11-02
1.

P.M
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Travel Destinations

C-I

COMPETENCIES
TRAVEL DESTINATIONS

COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will understand the fundamentals of travel
destinations as related to tourism.

COMPETENCY Oi3JECT1VES
3.01

Explain destinations.

3.02

Describe geographic aspects of North Carolina as related to tourism.

3.03

Demonstratr the uw of a map.

3.04

Identify types of destinations.

3.05

Summarize the impact of travel/tourism on an area's environment

3.06

Analyze the need for accessibility of destinations by handicapped tourists.

84
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4.2

CONTENT/TEACHING OUTLINE
TRAVEL DESTINATIONS
PLANNING NOTES
L

Travel. Destinations

A. Definition: Specific areas that travelers choose to visit
1. Spend a significant amount of time (not step over)
2. Selection made according to motivations and
purposes
a. Business

b. Visit
Sightseeing
d. Combination of above
%.7,

SA-1

B. Appeal to the traveler
Value for dollar
Attitude of people
3. Variety of activities
4. Natural beauty and climate
5. Comfortable accommodations
6. Acmsibility of area
7. .Cultural and social characteristics
1.

2.

SA-2

C. Decisions related to destinations
1. Where tr ,
2. When
3.

Mode of ansportation
4. Who to take along
5. How long to be gone
6. Things to see and do
7. Accommodations to use

8. How much time to spend
9. Route(s) to take

SA-3; SA-4; OR SA-5; SA-6
CTIB 003-3.01-01

D. Traveler classification by activities
1. Young sports traveler
a. Bicycling
b. Canoeing

c. Hiking
d. Horseback riding
e. Swimming
f. Tennis
2. Outdoorsman
a. Power boating
b. Fishing
c. Hunting
d. Ice fishing
e. Endwmobiling
3. WintafWater

a. Sailing
b. Canoeing
c. Snow skiing
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Tennis
e. Water skiing

4.

Sightseer

a. Natural resources
b. Historical sites
c. Culture-concerts/plays, art shows
d. Man-made attractions
c. Museums
f. Festivals
5.

Resort

a. Golf
b. Tennis
c. Casino gambling
6. Nghtlifeactivitics
a. Professional sports
b. Major amusement parks
c. Man-made attraction.,
cl. Nightclubs and restaurants
e. Casino gambling
E.

SA-7

Difference between travel; touring and travel destinations
1. Travel touring
a. Origin to origin--v-:,ekend average 597 miles
b. Origin to origin - ,iaeation average 1096 miles
2. Travel destination

a. Origin to originWeekend average 217 miles
one way

b. Origin to destinationvacation averages 399
miles one way

II.

SA-8
CTIB 003-3.01-C2

North Carolina Geography

A. Guteral Information

SA-9

1.

Land area covers 52,712 miles
2. Ranks 28th among states in land area
3. Distances covered:

a. East-Westapproximately 500 miles
b. North-Southapproximately 185 miles
4. Water resources
a. 37,014 miles of freshwater streams and
rivers
b. 305,367 aces of lakes and reservoirs
c. 2,044375 acres of estuaries and sounds
5. Climate
a. Moderate from coast to mountains
b. Few extreme temperatures
6. North Carolina is divided into 100 counties

B. Three Major Regions
1.

Coastal region

a. 45% of land massextending 70-100 miles
to Piedmont
b. Divided into two areas
1) Coastal region

86
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a) General characteristics
1. 1.9W and flat
2. Ocean tidelands
3. Marshes
b) Barrier islands
c) Bodies of water
1. Rivers

2. Oceans
3. Sounds
4. Lakes
d) Natural tourist attractions
2) Inner coastal plain
a) General characteristics
1. Sguilhills
2. Slightly higher elevation
b) Bodies of water
1. Rivers

2. Likes
c) Natural tourist attractions
2. Piedmont
a. 39% of land mass
b. 200 'riles westward
c. Characteristics of land
1) Rolling hills
2) Fall line
d. Bodies of ,A.:,ter
1) Rivers
2) Lakes
e. Natural tourist attractions
3. Mountains
a. 16% of land mass
b. Appalachian region
1) Covers 6,000 miles
2) Blue Ridge
3) Great Smoky Mountoi
c. Natural tourist attractions

SA-10; SA-11; SA-12
CTIB 003-3.02-01

C Geographic Location of North Carolina
1. Section of country locat
2. States bordering
3. Relationship to rest of country in terms of
travel
4. Relationship to rest of the world in terms

c gavel
III.

SA-13
CTIB (k)3-3.02-02

Demonstrating Map Uses

A. Locate destinations
1. Map legend
2. Destination:
a. Letters and numbeis on a grid
b. Longitude and !attitude

SA-14; SA-1:5; SA-16

B. Road and highway symbols .ound on a map
1. Interchanges
2. .Muliiland highways
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3.
4:

Hard surface roads
Gra Veli soil rows

5.. Roads/highways under construction
6. Blue Ridge Parkway
7. National Park Road
8. Road symbols
a. Interstate
b. United States roads
c. North Carolina roads

d. US Bike

SA-17

C. Understanding map symbols
1. State and national forests
2. Airports
a. Scheduled airlines
b. Military airports

c. Other
3. Points of interest
4. -Rest areas

5.
7.
8.
9.

Welcome centers
Hospital emergency servic ;
Park campsites
Railroad
Ferry

10. Ski area
11. Populations of cities and towns
12. County seats and state capital
D.

SA-18; SA-19

Calculating mileage between destinations
1. Mileage scales

a. Miles
b. Kilometers
2. Mileage on the map

a. Between two junctions
b. Total mileage between two asterisks
E.

Using a map to plan a trip

F.

Giving directions
1. Problems with directions

5
CTIB 003-3.03-01

a. Hard to remember
b. Information misunderstood or
misinterpreted

c. Can be vague
d. Are not listened to carefully
2. How to give directions
a. Kriow your community or area
b. Listen to what is being asked
c. Use words right, left, straight ahead.
Avoid east, west, north, or south.
d. Use map to show directions. Draw sketch
to illustrate directions if map not available
e. Mention landmarks to guide traveler
f. Explain distances in terms of miles or blocks
g. Explain any syinbol found on legends of maps
h. Explain street numbering system

Travel Destinations
C-6
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i. If you don't know refer traveler to another
SOU=
j. Be courteous and friendly

SA-21

CUB OT 3.03-C2

N.

Destination Types

A. Natural Resources
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

SA-22; SA-23

Climate
Beaches
Mountains
Bodies of water
Points of natural beauty

SA-24; SA-25

B. Cultural Destinations
1. Ifistorical.

a. Events of importance
b. Places/areas
c. Famous people

SA-26 OR SA-27; SA-28; SA-2.

2. Mit:seta-a
3. Theatrical productions
a. Musicals
b. Dramatic presentations
c. Film presentations

SA-30

C. Recreational Facilities
1. Theme parks
2. Sle rzsects
3. Butat,s
4. Marinas
5. Campgrounds

SA-31
SA-32; SA-33

SA-34

D. Special Events
Festivals
Celebrations
Sports
4. Craft shows
E.

1.

SA-35

2.
3.

SA-36

Destinations Involving Specific Activities
1. Shopping
2. Business
a. Seminers/meetings/conventions
b. Training programs

SA-37

c. Trade shows
d. Intemational-related travel
V.

SA-38; SA-39; SA-40; SA-41;
SA-42
CTIB 003-3.04-01-02

Impact on Area's Environment

A. Importance of natural resources as part of
environment
1. Most important element in the development
of tourist destination
2. Protection of natural environment is
important factor in successful development of
arca as lotig-temt travel destination

SA-43; SA-44; SA-45
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,

3.

Lack of planbinglor environmental impact
of travel can result in er.vironmental cost

B.

Effects on wildlife
1. Disrupting feeding and breeding
2. Killing of animals
3. Destruction of habitats
4. Restrittion of wildlife natural

C.

Effects on landscape
1. Erosion
2. Development
3. Destruction of natural beauty

D.

Kinds of pollution
1.

2.
3.

4.

SA-46

Land
Water
Air
Chemical

5. Wage
E.

CTIB 003-3.05-01

SA-47; SA-48
CTIB 003-3.05-02

Protecting the environment of destinations
1. Strategies to keep environment clean

a. Adopt-s-highway program
b. COmmunity improvement projects
c. School-sponsored projects
2. Environmental regulations
a. National

SA-49

b. State

c. Lo
3.

VI.

SA-50
SA-51

Local environmental issues

Background To Handicapped Tourism
A.

Potential market over 50 million
1. Mobility allows for travel opportunities
2. Awareness for accessibility of destinations

SA-52; SA-53

B. Handicapping conditions
1. Physical

2.
3.

Mental
Sensory

SA-54; SA-55

C. Criteria for evaluating destinations for handicapped
1. Parking

D.

SA-56; SA-57; SA-58

2. Entrances
3. Interiors
4. Exteriors
5. Restrooms

CTIB 003-3.06-01

IsSues associated with handicapping conditions
1. Handicap as related to the individual
2. Attitade of others toward handicapped person
3. Physical barrs

SA-59

Travel Destinations
C-8
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.

E. Accessibility of destinations to handicapped
1. Recognizing symbols related to handicapped ...;cess
2. E, aluate accessibility of destinations found in N. C.

a. Mountains
b. Piedmont
c. Coast

SA-60; SA-61; SA-62; SA-63;
SA-64
CTIB 003-3.06-02

Travel Destinations

STUDENT ACTIVITIES
TRAVEL DESTINATIONS
'Read pages 124-130 in Tourism: Principles, Practices, Philosophies (PR-I).

SA-1

'Li St the destinatbn appeal in the order that you think would be most important to least SA-2
important Sur lie? several different age groups to see what tl.zir ran1'ings would be.
Conipare,Your resultssee what most people would consider important in tic appeal
of a destination.

You are toresearch the details of a trip that you have recently taken. Include the
SA-3
following information;
ePtirPoie of the trip
* What vicm-the eppi 1(s) of your destination
* List what decisions were made in planning your trip
Your report may either be written and/or orally presented to the class (5-10 minute
presentation).
Use your school's Senior trip, you are to plan a trip based on the decisions related to
travel destinations, OR

SA-4

Plan a trip for a family of four.

SA-5

Interview a travel agent and discuss motivations/purposes, appeals, and decisions made SA-6
by his/her ..:lients in choosing a destination.

Using travel-related magazines (Southern Living, Southern Travel , etc.),
identify two ads that would appeal to each of the classification of travelers'
activities.

SA-7

Read Tourism Planning (PR-2). Using your community as the starting point, see

SA-8

where you would arrive if you were to plan a travel touring trip for a vacation or
just for a weekend. Do the same for a travel destination trip both for a vacation
and a week trip.

In North Carolina: The History of An American State `DR-3), read
chapters 1 and 2.

SA-9

Read The North Carolina Gazetteer (PR-4) as a resource for SA-11.

SA-10
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Students are to work in,four groups. Each group will be assigned a region of the
SA-11
State. Your group will complete the following:
.a. Draw a map of your region
Identify all physical characteristics; label bodies of water and natural attractions
b. Prepare to give a 5-10 minute talk on the region
c. Place each region together to form a composite of entire state.
NOTE: Be sure to highlight your county in the region in which it is located.
Each student could do-this project as an individual projsct.
Study the, affects of weather on tourism in your area. Check your phone directory for
local weather information or contact the nearest Weather Service Office for
weather trends in your area.

SA-12

Locate North Carolina on a map of the Unit-41 States and explain its location as a
travel destination in relationship to the rest of the country and the world.

SA-13

Read North Carolina Official Highway Map (PR-5). Locate the legend for the
...tap, the Index of Towns and Cities, Index of Counties and the Mileage Index.

SA-14

You are to locate and list the grid coordinates for your community. Now locate your
community using longitude and latitude (PR-5).

SA-15

Locate 10 major cities using the Index of Cities and Towns (PR-5).

SA-16

On PR-5, locate an example of each type or condition of read or highway as used on
SA-17
the map's legend. List the coordinates from the map. Answer the following:
* From the map, what road information would you find around the Shallotte area?
* If you were a truck driver, would you drive on the Blue Ridge Parkway? What
does the map tell you?
* What does the map tell you about 1-40?
On PR-5, locate an example of a city or town near your community that has the
following populations:

SA-1F

* over 10,000
* 5,000 to 10,000
4' 2,000 to 5,000
* under 2,000
Find your county seat. Do you know where the nearest 24 Hour Hospital
Emergency Service may be found in your area?

Use "Map Symbols" o PR-5, locate an example of each of these symbols.
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SA-19

Yuu areto:plan_a trip froiribiurphy to Cape Hatteras.
Identify the roads/highways.you v.auld use.
Measure the roadthileage,(include ferry-mileage).
.c. what-examples of map SyMbols did you pass? Find 3 examples of each.
4. 'How many communities/cities did you pass? Identify examples of populations

SA-20

found in-tile:Amp legend:

-e. Locate poisiblcqotiffst attractions found on your mute.
f. Locate theltajor bodies of water you would cross.
g. What military reservations do you come near? flow are these marked on the
map? :go*, many do we have in North Carolina?
=h. 'Name the counties you would travel through. How do you know when you
haVe crossed dyerinto anotliercounty?
is Do you cross any railroad tracks? Can you identify what company operates
thetraim, from the. map? ,Name the company.
You are to give directions from your school to the following locations:
a. Nearest hospital:
b. -Local restaurant
c. Tourist-related area
d. Hotel/motel

SA-21

First give the directions without using a map. Use illustrations to help you. Follow
the
for giving directions. Were you able to direct a traveler to the above
locations
our area?
Now give the same directions using a state or city map. How did your directions
compare with these?

In NC Travel and Tourism Resource Manual (PR-6), read pages 53-55. View
the film "The North Carolina Balloon Television Documentary" (AV-1).

SA-22

In NC Travel and Tourism Resource Manual (PR-6), read pages 29-32A.
SA-23
Know the locations of all Welcome Centers in the state. Locate the one(c) that is/
are located nearest to. ou. Visit a Welcome Center, your local Chamber of Commerce
and/or a Convention arid Visitors Bureau thai. serves your area. What types of information do they offer tourists traveling in your area?
Read North Carolina Official Highway Map (PR-5) and find the natural resources
SA-24
listed for the state as well as your local area. Locate these on the state map. Also,
read pages 68-76 in NC Travel and Tourism Resource Manual (PR-6).
View the film: 'North Carolina: A Special Kind of Splendor" (AV-2).

SA-25

Read Guide to North Carolina Historical Highway Markers (PR-7).
Locate all the historical markers in your area, OR

SA-26

J4
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Create a map identifying the location of all historical points of interest in your county.

SA-27

Research SA-26 or SA-27, and give an oral or written report on a historicallyrelated location or event in your area. Base your report oat why it would be of
interest as a type of cultural destination.

SA-28

Develop a walking tour of a historical area in your community. Draw a map using
symbols that someone from outside your area would use in the completion of this
tour, OR

SA-29

You may want to modify this activity by developing a tour using an automobile
rather than walking. Your area may be spread over too great an area for a walking
tour.

You are to make a calendar of events involving museum displays, dramatic, film or
musical presentations that would appeal to a traveler with cultural interest in your
area. Check your local Yellow Pages as an additional resource.

SA-30

Read pages 110-114 Tourism: Principles, Practices, Philosophies (PR-1).

SA-31

Visit a theme park. Describe how the park markets its program as a recreational
destination.

SA-32

Visit or research the impact that the North Carolina Zoo has had on the Asheboro area,

SA-33

Prepare a poster relating to a recreational destination that is located in or near your
community.

SA-34

Read pages 56-64 in NC Travel and Tourism Resource Manual (PR-6).
SA-35
Develop an idea for a ,:estival for your school or your area. If your area has a
festival, have the president of the event speak to your class on what it takes to hold
that type of festival in your community.
Answer the question: "Why sporting (amateur or professional) events are an
important type of travel destination in North Carolina?"

SA-36

Prepare a list of specific activities found in and/or around your area that involves
shopping or business activities.

SA-37

You are to relate examples of the rising role of North Carolina as an international travel SA-38
destination for business.

Combine all types of travel destinations as part of a map of North Carolina OR relate
these destinations just to your area.

Travel Destinations
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SA-39

Collect brochures for either state or local attractions and form a collage, poster, or
bulletin board.

SA-40

Read A Complete Traveler's Guide to North Carolina (PR-8), The Insiders'

SA-41

Guide to the Outer' anks (PR-9), and North CarolinaThe WPA Guide
to the Old North State (PR-10). Develop a local or area tour based on any of the
above references.

Read North Carolina Trivia (PR-11). Create a series of !r:via questions relating to
:ravel destinations in your section of North Carolina.

SA-42

Read pages 15, 201, 236, 512-514 in Tourism: Poinciples, Practices,
Philosophies (PR-1).

SA-43

Read pages 5-26 in Environmental Science (PR-12).

SA-44

Read pages 16-20 in Environmemal Science (PR-12). Identify the types of plants
and wildlife found in an area that is directly affected by tourism.

SA-45

Read "Plastic Reaps a Grim Harvest in the Oceans of taF !. World" in Smithsonian
(PR-13). Do you have this type of problem in you, area? Why would this be a
problem for tourist areas?

SA-46

Read pages 27-37 in Environmental Science (PR-12). Locate a natural area that is
SA-47
ased as 'a tourist destinations Complete the following:
st, List all wildlife and plants found in your selected area.
b. Describe the landscape as related to tourist and tourist-related activities.
c. Ll.ntify the types of pollution you found and how it has affected wildlife, plants
and the land.
Analyze and evaluate ways in which pollution can destroy an environment. Use an
example of the following:
a. Water pollution

SA-48

b. Laid pollution
c. Air pollution
d. Chemical pollution
Develop a school and/or community area project relating to pollution awareness. An
exa:nple would be to sponsor a poster contest centered around the awareness of a
clean environment and its relationship to attracting tourism to an area.

SA-49

Research the state and h ;al environment regulations that are used in your area and that
are directly relited to tourism.

SA-50

You are to keep a record (from newspapers, magazines, etc.) of environmental issues
that are related to the development of tourism in your area.

SA-51

MOO Destinations 9 6

,Read :pages 174-178 in.Tourism: Principles, Nadi :es, Philosophies (PR-1).

SA-52

Read pages 4-5 in Handicap Awareness (PR-14).

SA-53

Read pages 35-39 in Handicap Awareness (PR-14).

SA-54

Read pages 12-18 in Handicap Awareness (PR-14). Demonstrate the following
handicapping conditions:
a. Wheelchair bound
b. Blind or sight impaired
c. Deaf or hearing impaired
d. Crutches
Record your reactions and what barriers you encountered with each handicapping
condition.

SA-55

Read pages i-iv in Access North Carolina (PR-15).

SA-56

Visit a travel destination with a handicapped person, or have a handicapped person
speak to your class on the problems they face when traveling.

SA-57

Read pages 24-29 in- Handicap Awareness (PR-14).

SA-58

Read pages 7-11 and 42-43 in handicap Awareness (PR-14). Interview a person
.
from one of these agencies on the subject of accessibility and travel destinations.

SA-59

Read the following sections in Access North Carolina (PR-15):
a. Mountains, pages 4-101
b. Piedmont, pages 102-219
c. Coast, pages 220-293

SA-60

Visit a travel destination in your area as a handicapped person. Were you able to have a SA-61
better understanding of the barriers that a handicapped person must overcome to
enjoy a travel destination.
Analyze and evaluate the possibilities of a tour in your area for handicapped travelers.

SA-62

Read pages 294-298 in Access North Carolina (PR-15).

SA-63

Develop strategies related to making travel destinations more accessible to all types of
handicapping conditions.

SA-64
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EVALUATION MEASURES
fti

TRAVEL DESTINATIONS
COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will understand the fundamentals of travel
destiny ions as related to tourism.

TEST ITEM 003-3.01-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine which of
the completion choices is most appropriate for each statement. Write the letter of this response in
the space provided to the left.
1. Which of the following statements would not be part of an appeal of a destination?

a. Value for dollar
b. Variety of activities
c. Who to take along
d. Natural beauty.
e. Accessibility of an area

2. A traveler's motivation and purpose for traveling include.
a. Business
b. Visit
c. Sightseeing
d. combination of the above
e. All of the above

3. A travel destination is
a. A trip or journey
b. Specific area that you would choose to visit
c. A stop over
d. You. would spend a significant amount of time

e. B and D
4. Decisions related to travel destifiations include

a. Where to go
b. Who to take along
c. Route(s) to take
d. Things to do and see
e. All of the above '

Travel DesgpatIons
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'Viewing the oc:lan at sunsei= would be an example of which type of destination
appeal?
a. Value for dollar.
b. Cultural and social characteristics

c. Attitudebf people in the area
d. Natural beauty and climate
e. Comfortable accommodations

TEST ITEM 03-101-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if each
statement is true or false. Record the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left of each
statement..

1. A sightseer would be interested in museums and festivals.
2. Travel touring trip on a weekend averages 1,096 miles.

3. Young sports travelers would enjoy golf and tennis.

4. A travel destination on the weekend averages 217 miles.
5. Activities involving golf, tennis, and casino gambling would attract nperson
interested in going to resorts.
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OMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 3.02: Describe geographic aspects of North Carolina as related to

TEST ITEM 604.0241
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Match the following words with their correct definitions.
1.

The total land area of North Carolina

a. Land mass of Piedmont

2. 16%

b. Climate of N. C.

3. Moderate with few extremes

c. 52,712 miles

4. 39%

d. Land mass of Coast

5. 45%

e. Land mass of Mountains

TEST ITEM 003-3.02-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Name the states surrounding North Carolina.
1,

2.

3,
4.
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COM#ETE,NCirb#,AenvE-3.9: Demonstrate the use of a Map.
TEST ITEM 001;3.03;01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Using the information found on a North Carolina highway
niap, answer the following questions.
-Determine the shortest route in planning a trip from Raleigh to Charlotte. Print the mileage in the
spae-eprovided to the left, and then answer the questions which follow.

a. Go west on US 70 to Interstate 85, then south on Interstate 85 to Charlotte.
b. Go south on US 1 to US 64, west on US 64 to NC 49, and then go west on NC
49 to Charlotte.
c. Go south on US 1 to US 15, west on US 15 to NC 24, and then go west on NC 24 to
Charlotte.
1.

2.
3.
4.

How.m-any cities on each route have populations of over 10,000.
If you decided to go to the North Carolina Zoological Parks and Gardens, which route would
you take of the three above?
Find the number of the road you would take to actually travel to the zoo.
Add the mileage to and from the zoo to the total mileage of the route of your trip.

TEST ITEM 003-3.03-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Using a North Carolina highway map, answer the following
questions from the Raleigh city map insert.
1.

The state capital is located between what two streets (east to west)?
a.
b.

2.

Twenty-four hospital emergency services have three locations. Locate and name the street each
is near.
a.
b.
c.

3.

Carter Stadium and the Fairgrounds are located between

4.

What highways form a beltline around Raleigh? List each highway by its classification.

Jlighway Number
5.

and

classificatioa

If you take Hillsborough Street west, yo; would be on

Travel Destinations-1.0 1
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going toward

0111PETENCY,OBJECTIVE 104: Identify types of destinations.

TESTITEM 003-3.04-01
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Complete the statements below by filling in the missing
word(s).
1.

destinations would include historical events or places, museums and theatrical
productions.

2.

Theme parks, ski resorts, campgrounds and beaches are examples of

3.

Festivals, sports events and celebrations are

4.

Climates, mountains and beaches are destinations that have

5.

Shopping and business are examples of destinations involving

destinations.

TEST ITEM 003-3.04.02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Give two examples for each of the following types of
destinations.
1.

Natural resources
a.
b.

2.

Cultural destinations
a.
b.

3.

Recreational facilities
a.
b.

4.

Special events
a.
b.

5.

Destination involving specific activities
'a.
b.
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tOMPETENCY:011,IECTIVE 3.05: Summarize the impact of travel/tourism on an area's
environment:

TEST ITEM 003-3.05-01
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Complete the following statements.
1.

is the most important element in the development of a tourist destination.

2.

,

and

can have adverse affects on wildlife.

3.

An important factor in the long term.success of a tourist destination is the
the natural environment.

4.

Lack of planning can.result in

5.

of

is a major problem in beach areas.

TEST ITEM 003-3.05-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Match the kind of pollutions with the following examples of
pollution.

1. Air

a. Raw sewage

2.

Chemical

b. Trash

3.

Land

c. Oil

4.

Water

d. Acid rain

5.

Waste

e. Exhaust
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QMPETENCY oftiterrvE 3.06: Analyze the need for accessibility of destinations by
dicapiiedlouriits.

ITEM 003-3.06-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if each
statement is true or false. Record the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left of each
statement.
1.

Handicap populations are a market of over 50 million people.

2. All handicapped persons are unable to reach travel destinations.

.

3. The only barriers to handicapped persons are physical.

4. Access North Carolina attempts to let handicapped persons know what areas are

accessible for them to visit and enjoy.
5. Attitudes of others toward handicapped persons can be harder than physical barriers
to overcome.

TEST ITEM 003.3.06-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Match each of the following FEATURE SYMBOLS with its
correct meaning.
FEATURE SYMBOL
1.

MEANING
a. Entrance

2

b. Restrooms

3.

c. Parking

4.

d. Exterior

5.
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e. Interior

KEY, TO TEST ITEMS
TRAVEL DESTINATIONS
TEST ITEM 003-3.01-01
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

c

c
d

TEST ITEM 003. 3.04 -01
I.
Cultural
2.
Recreational
3.
Special Events
4.
Natural Resources
5.
Specific Activities

TEST ITEM 003-3.04-02
1-5 Teacher may use types of destinations found in the
local area.

TEST ITEM 003-3.01-02
1.
True
2.
Falco
3.

4.
5.

False
True
True

TFST ITEM 003-3.02-01
1.
c
2.
e
3.
b
4.
a
5.
d

TEST ITEM 003-3.02-02
1.
Virginia
2.
South Carolina
3.
Tennessee
4.
Georgia
TEST ITEM 003-3.03.01
a.
164 miles
b.

c.
1.

2.
3.

4.

..143 miles
140 miles
a-10, b-4, c-5
B
Highway 159
16 miles round trip
143 + 16 = 159 miles

TEST ITEM 003-3.03-02
1.
Edenton and New Bern
2.
New Bern Avenue, Ridge Road
Wake Forest Road
3.

4.

TEST ITEM 003-3.05-01
1.
Natural resources
2.
Disrupting feeding and breeding
killing of animals
destruction of habitats
restriction of wildlife natural movement
3.
Protection
4.
Environment
5.
Erosion
TEST ITEM 003-3.0S-02
1.

e

2.
3.

d

4.
5.

b
c
a

TEST ITEM 003-3.06-01
1.
True
2.
False
3.
False
4.
True
5.
True

TEST ITEM 003-3.06-02
1.

c

2.
3.
4.
5.

e
a
d
b

1-40 and NC 54
1-40

Interstate
US Highways
US Highways
401
US Highways
50
NC State Road
NC 54; Chapel Hill
64
70

5.
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COMPETENCIES
TOURISM PROMOTION

.COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will identify the role of promotion as an integral part
of tourism marketing

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
4.01-

Identify the role of promotion to tourism.

4.02

Identify effective types of media used in a tourism promotional mix.

4.03

Identify the importance of tourism publicity in the development of an area/county/
business.

4.04

Evaluate the effectiveness of various tourism media.

4.05

Develop a comprehensive area/community/business tourism promotional program.
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CONTENT/TEACHING OUTLINE
TOURISM PROMOTION
PLANNING NOTES
Promotion Planning and Development

A. Empty MarketiniConcept
1.

Planning is essential component

2. Consider five rights (product, place, time, price,
3.

quantity)
Should be research-based

SA-1; SA-2

B. Determine'Prornotion Objectives
1.

Parpoies
a. Inform
b. Persuade
c: Reniind

2. Develop specifie goals_

---

SA-3;S Az4SA-5; SA-6

-3:--Productlifeeydliaiaies
Introduction
b. .Groyidt

c. Maturity
d. Saturation
4.

e. -Decline
Market segmentation
a. Define target -markets
b. Segmented geovjaphically, demographically and

SA-7; SA-8
SA-9

PsYchograPhicallY

c. Types may include
1) Self -indulgent pleasure seeker
2) Active achiever
3) Business executive
4) Blue-collar worker
5) Traditional homebody

IL

SA-10

SA-11

C. Profitable Elements of Marketing Mix
1. Timing (high and low seasons)
2. Brands (trademarks, logos, etc.)
3. Packaging (family or single plans)
4. Pricing _(strategies)
S. Channels of distribution
6. Product
7. Image
8. Advertising
9. Selling (internal and external)
10. Public relations (community and employees)

CTIB 004-4.01-01-02

Developing Promotional Strategies

SA-13

A. Selecting Appropriate Form
I. Advertising (impersonal component)

SA-14

SA-12

Tourism Promotion
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A

a. -NewSpapertise travel section
b., Direct mailuses previous visitors as basis for

SA-15

mailing list
e. Telc4ii'sOticost effective for some destinations
d. Magazina=reaches specialized market segments
Radifi=toUriits 'considered typically radio listeners

Outdoor advertisingshort messages can reach

SA-16

travelers
g. 'Advertising tigency--7u.tes specialized skill

h. 'Directory of advertisingused by travelers after
they decide to buy"latrochureS, pamphlets, guide books, postcards,
folders, etC.
Special promotiOnal activities
a. ,.Prerniums
1.

2.

SA-17; SA-18
SA-19

b. Coupons
c. Trade shows and exhibits
d. -Gifts

CTIB 004-4.02-01-02

B. Personal Selling (personal component)
1. Oldest method of creating demand
2. Widely used method
3. Uses inquiries as sales tool

SA-40
SA-21
SA-22; SA-23

C. publicity=tWo bask forms
=1,

Free publicity
a. Vahiable in increasing sales
'b. Common form is news release including five W.'s
1) Who

SA-24

2) What
3) Nyheit

4) Where,
SA-25

5)- .WIlY

2. Special feature publicity
a: Does cost
b. Purpose is to strengthen civic life of business/
community

III.

SA- .26

CTIB 004-4.03-01-02

Public Relations

A. Considered to be an attitude or social consciousness

SA-27

B. Aimed at two groups
1. Customers
2. General public_

SA-28

C. Accomplished by sponsoring activities of interest to public

IV.

Evaluating Effectiveness of Tourism Media

SA-29

A. 'Evaluate promotion strategy periodically
1. *Consider increases in profit and sales,
2. ,Consider whether theme is saying right things
3. Consider
media carries. tOtiiiit through five
itages of buying process (AIDCA)

SA-30, SA-31

Tourisniynintotion
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a. Mention
b. Interest
c. Desire
d. Conviction
e. Action

CUB 004404-01

B. Recognize advantages and disadvantages of media
1. Newspaper

a..'Braad axeptance
b. Difficult to target
2. Meet Mail
a Cm perionalize
b. Difficelt to maintain list
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

V.

SA-32; SA-33
SA-34
SA-35

SA-36

Television
a. }Ugh attention factor
b. .ExPensive
Magazines
a. Allows far good print quality
b. Does not allOw for quick changes
Radio
a. Relatively love cost
b. Brief exposure
Outdoor advertising
a: Reaches large iiimbers
h..-States adopting highway signing laws
Using advertising zgency
a., Check past campaigns and clients
b. Can be Coady
Using cooperative advertising

SA-37
SA-38
SA-39
SA-40
SA-41

SA-42
SA-43; SA-44

SA-45
SA-46; SA-47; SA-48

SA-49

SA-50; SA-51; SA-52
CT1B 0044.04-02

Developing the Promotional Budget/Plan

A.- Considerations for Advertising Expenditures
1. Visitors and where they live
2. Likes and dislicei of visitors
3. PreferenceS and interests of customers
4. Shopping and entertainment preferences of visitors
5. Trends in the maiket

SA-53

B. Methods of budgeting
1. Percentage of last year's sales
a. Simple method

SA-55

2.

3.

4.

b. 'Does not allow Advertiser to overspend
Perocntsge of Potential sales
a. Forces business/arta to think in terms of future
13: Economic conditions may quickly change
Industry, percentage
a. Reasonable estimates can be made
b. Price- figures hard to get
General ride of thumb allows 3% of sales on media
and 3% on other promotion activities

C. Preparing the promotional plan
1. Basic advertising plan

SA-54

SA-56; SA-57
CT1B 004-4.05-01
SA-58; SA-59

Actual plan varies according to size of business
(most based on six months)
'Tourism Promotion
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b. Mee basic questions to answer
1) -What is to be advertised (best sellzrs)

2) When
3) Where (what media?)
c. Place plan in action
1) Inform staff
2) -Post upcoming ads before release

2. Special promotional_ plans for businwes/areas
a. -9iv§aways
b. In-store demonstrations
c. Festivals
d. snarlers-

SA-60
SA-61; SA-62

e. Coupons
f. Special shows (ex. Home Builders Show)
g. Business displays

SA-63; SA-64

D. -Evaluating the promotional plan
Effectiveness depends ey many factors
a. Advertisement's quality

b. Product/servite
c. Market conditions
d. Individualtuitomer
2.

3.

Four basic criteria for evaluating effectiveness
a. Message must clearly relate to product/service
b.. Messaietnust state something about product/

ravicethatSets it apart from competitor
c. Message must contain one or more consumer
'beriefits,
d. Message must be believable or of value to
customer
Use advertising reseaka analysis of effectiveness of
advertising
a. Can be done by business
b. Professional organization may be used

SA-65

SA-66; SA-67

CTIB 0044.05-02
SA-68; SA-69

J.J.t)1
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES

TOURISM PROMOTION
In N. C. Division of Travel and Tourism Resource Manual (PR-1), read pages 40-41.

SA-1

In Creative Marketing Research ProjectRoanoke Rapids High School DECA

SA-2

(PR-2), read pages 4-9.

Read Advertising LAP 19 (PR-3).

SA-3

In Creative-Marketing Research ProjectRoanoke Rapids High School DECA

SA-4

(PR-2), adapt the tourism interview form on page 41 to your county/area
and conduct a local survey.

In Tourism Principles, Practices, Philosophies (PR-4), read pages 373-375.

SA-5

In Retail Marketing (PR-5), read pages 383-385.

SA-6

In Tourism Principles, Practice's, Philosophies (PR-4), read pages 377-378.

SA-7

Adapt the worksheet on pages 133-134 in Retail Research Reports (PR-7) to
include local "tourism- related businesses. Discuss apparent trends in products/
services which are currently being developed and their stages in the product life
cycle.

SA-8

In Tourism Prindpks, Practices, Philosophies (PR-4), read pages 389-391.

SA-9

In Tourism Principles, Practices, Philosophies (PR-4), read pages 391-392.

SA-10

Develop an interview form to include the classifications of pleasure seeking consumers
as found on pages 391-392 in Tourism Principles, Practices, Philosophies
(PR-4). Conduct a local survey to determine how many visitors may fall into the
various categories.

SA-11

Using the yellow pages of local phone directory, locate logos of local tourist
attractions (restaurants, resorts, golf courses), and write a paragraph describing
its desiguand effectiveness.

SA-12

In N. C. Division of Travel and Tourism Resource Manual (PR-1), read pages 4-6.

SA-13

In Sales Promotion (PR-6), complete Project Activity #7 on page 27.

SA-14

Interview a persdn from youildc4 newspaper to determine if the newspaper periodically SA-15
includes a special,traVel section. If k); obtain a copy and present a report to the
clitsS on its contents and importance to the community.
Tourism Promotion
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Observe outdoor advertising along a major highway in your community and list the
major types of information found.

SA-16

Visit a local printing company to determine how much of their printing is determined
by tourism-related business. Observe samples (brochures, pamphlets, etc.) and
inquire about effectiveness of design, color selection, etc.

SA-17

Design and create a brochure for a local tourist attraction. Use the evaluative criteria
found in Display LAP 39 as a basis for grading.

SA-18

Invite a local Chamber of Commerce official to class and determine how the Chamber
plans its local promotional activities for -a -year.

SA -19

In Retail Marketing -(PR-5), read pages 330-331.

SA-20

Complete Chapter 30 from Problms and Projects for Retail Marketing (PR-8),
SA-21
Determine which approaches would be most appropriate for use in a tourism-related
bu-siness.

In NC Division of Travel and Tourism Resource Manual (PR-1), read page 9.

SA-22

Invite a local Chamber of Commerce official to class. Determine how travel and
tourism inquiries-are handled on a local level.

SA-23

In NC Division of Ticivel and Tourism Resource Manual (PR-1), read pages

SA-24

-17-18.

Wing the suggestions found in the previous activity, write a news release of an
upcoming event in your area. Use sample on page 349 in Retail Marketing
(PR-5).

SA-25

In Advertising Planning and Techniques (PR-9), read the chart on page 17 and
discuss local events that may serve as examples of those found in the chart.

SA-26

In Tourism Principles, Practices, Philosophies (PR-4), read pages 388-389.

SA-27

In Sales Promotions (PR-6), read page 94.

SA-28

In Advertising Pkmning and Techniques (PR-9), read pages 83-84. Complete
Project 3 on pages 97-98.

SA-29

In Retail Marketing (PR-5), read pages 353-356. Answer questions 1 & 2, p 362.

SA-30

In Saks Promotions (PR-6), read pages 65-66. Complete Assignment 5, p 362.

SA-31

InTourisir Priricipies,Practices, Philosophies (PR-4), read pages 382-385.

SA-32

Tourism Promotion
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Read Advertising LAP 16 (PR-3).

SA-33

In Retail MarkEting. (PR-5), read pages 358-362. Answer questions 4, 7, 8, & 9
on page 362.

SA-34

-ReadAdyertiSingLAP39 (PR-3).

SA-35

In Ativertfsirielfatnirigiind Techariques (PR-9), read pages 155-160. Complete
Project'29.on'Page0-157-160. Develop a sample direct mail advertisement for a
totiritt-related:birsiness in yOurirea.

SA-36

In $ aki Promotion (PR-6), read pages 36-38. Complete Project Activities 10 & 11.

SA-37

InAdvertising Planning and Techniques (PR-9), read pages 171-172. Develop
a checklist for evaluating tourism ads using the suggestions on 'page 171.

SA-38

If your School has a video-01pda, asSign-a group project in'which students will
develop a television ad uginga local tourist attraction.

SA-39

interview'aioeal chamber of Commerce-official to determine if your localChamber
:A-40
makes an effortto advertise in travel magazines. Prepare a list of commonly-used
travel magazines.
Prepare a collage oftothism-related magazine advertisements. Determine the target
Market.

SA-4

In Advertiiiti g Pkinning and Techniques (PR-9), read pages 73-77.

SA-42

Interview a pefson from a local radio station to determine what radio format (page 75
SA-43
in PR-9) is being used. Determine whether travel/tourism ads are used in your area.

In Sales Promotion .(PR-6), read pages 30-31. Complete assignments 10 & 11 and
Projects Activities 8 & 9.

SA-44

In Adverding Planning and Techniques (PR-9), read pages 64-70.

SA-45

Ii Sala Promotion (PR-6), read pages 16-18. Complete Project Activity 5 on
page 22..

SA-46

In N. C. Piviiipit of Travel and Tourism Resource Manual (PR-1), read

SA-47

,Pages:07T68.

iew raped city/county official to determine what signage laws are in effect in
your local area.

SA-48

-4,

:10.1Wrif:isrOff*iple#,I0prictices, Philoiophies

;(13R-4), read pages 385-386.

116:

SA-49

,ReadA4yOriii*VAP 18 (PR-3).

SA-50

inAdyMiiintklanning and Techniques (PR-9), read pages 30-32.

SA-M

IniteitiOarluting.(PR-5), read pages 336-337.

SA-52

In .Tourism Principles; Practices, Philosophies .(PR-4), read pages 386-387.

SA-53

int Cieative,MarketingReseardsProjectRoanoke Rapids High School

SA-54

.DECA' Chapter (Pit-2) JeadsectiOn
In_ Advertising Planning and techniqUes (PR-9), read pages 15 -34.
'Complete Projects 11, 12, and 13,

SA-55

Iri 'Sales ProMotion (PR-6), read pages 56-64. Complete Projects 16, 17, 18, 19
440'20.

SA-56

Interview a local Chamber of Commerce official to determine what percentage of their
budgetkused fOr promotion purposes. Also,,asic.how these expenditures are
.divide,d.among the various Media.

SA-57

In Adverlisirig Planning and Techniques (PR-9), read pages 11-24. Complete

SA-58

PrOject,ActiVitY 8.

In Retail Research Reports (PR-7), complete Report 3pages 9-12.

SA-59

In N. C. 'Division of Travel and Tourism Resource Manual (PR-1), read
pages 69-70.

SA-60

In N. C. Divisiowof Travel and Tourism Resource Manual (PR-1), read

SA-61

pa7,es 56-64.

Working is small groups, develop a timetable for an upcoming event in your area using SA-62
the guidelines, found in the previous activity. Discuss aspects of responsibility such
as legal,colisiderations, insurance, etc.

In Retail Marketing (PR-5), read-pages 343-346.

SA-63

:Prepare a report on special promotional tools used by local businesses to attract
customers.

SA-64

In, Sales Promotion (PR-6); read pages65-66. Complete Assignments 15 and 16.

SA-65

COmplete the 'Valuation Puzzle" found in Display-LAP 39 (PR-3) on pages 14-15.

SA-66

,Tourient Pririeipks, Practices,Philosophies (PR-4), read "Reading 12-1"
SA-67
.0n.pitges,394397. Discuss what elements were used in this successful promotional

In Advertising Planning and Techniques (PR-9), read rages 83-84.

SA-68

lit Rad/ Mercluptdising (PR-10), read page 318. Complete Problem Solving

SA-69

1, 2, and 3 on page 321.

.

EVALUATION MEASURES

TOURISM PROMOTION
COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will identify the role of promotion as an integral part
ot tourism marketing.

-OMPETENCY'OBJECTIVE 4.01: Identify the role of promotion to tourism.
TEST IT'Efv1 004-4.01-01

OSTitug'IONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if each
statements true orfalse.ReCord the correct response ftrue or falseln the blank to the left of each
statement.
.1. Long-term promotional planning in a tourism-related business is normally not a factor
in developing a profitable businftss.
2.

Touriiin-related businesses-practice the marketing concept by finding out what the
consumer wants.

3. Marketing mix may be defined as the right combination of elements which will

Produce a profit
4. Product planning must be approached from the consumer's point of view.
5. Wholesale tour operators are not an example of a channel of distribution.

TEST ITEM 004-4.01-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Fill in the missing terms in the following statements about
tourism promotion.

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

An important tool for attracting customers and for competing with other tourism businesses
is
.
services and terms.
The growing tourism industry sells
Tourism businesses offer services
customers to a particular area.
The tourism industry depends:upon services as a primary
A function of the tourism industry is to make travel as
as possible for customers.
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OMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 4.02: Identify effective types of media used in a tourism
*olial mix.-

`TEST ITEM,004-4.02-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read the following statements about tourism media. Select
thebest answer from those provided concerning characteristics of tourism media. Record you:
answer in tlio'biLink to the left of each statement.

I. The medium is used more in the tourism industry than other categories of advertising
media.
a. Television
b: Printed advertising
c. Billboards

d. Radio
_2. One of the main users of direct mail is
.a. Restaurant
b. Airlines
c. Motel
d.. Travel agency
3. This medium is not one of the three general categories of advertising media.

a. Brochure
b. Specialty
c. Print
4. Broadcast
4. Many national and local tourism businesses use this medium because it allows
prospeetive custothers to see the business name.
a. Yellow Pages
b. Television
c. Radio
d. Newspaper
5. This magazine is not considered to be an example of a trade journal.

a. Carte Blanche
b. Travel Weekly
c. Newsweek
d. Travel Agent

TEST ITEM 0044.02-02

I0

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Match the statement in Column A with the terms in Column
B. Write the letter of the term from Column B in the blank beside the matching statement in Column
A.
C.Q1umnA

r

1.

Column
Convincing medium because it combines sight,
sound, anii motion

a. Brochures/pamphlets

2. Relies on sound effects and listener's imagination

b. Banners and posters

3. Needs to be informative, attractive, and
interesting

c. Specialty media

4. Examples are matchbooks, flight bags, and
luggage,tags

d. Direct mail

5. May be considered as point-of-purchase
materials

e. Television

f. Magazines
g. Radio
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OMPETE$CY OBJECTIVE 4.03: Identify the importance of tourism publicity in the
ekipmeni of an area/county/business.

TEST ITEM 004-4.03-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read the following news release and identify the five W's
contained in it.
NEWS
For Immediate Release

CHILDREN'S PLACE TO CELEBRATE SCOUT
FAMILY DAYS IN OCTOBER
Anywhere, N. C., September 11, 1989Children's Place, the act:on-oriented children's play park, will offer scouts and
their families a discount and a variety of family-oriented activities during two "Scout Family Days" weekend, October
1-2; and October 8-9.
During "Scout nunily. Days." scouts who bring membership identification to Children's Place (am', all members of their
party) **receive a discounted admission ot$625. Regular Children's Place admission prices are $10.50 per child and
$9.25 per lidult (tax included). There is no minimum number for a group discount. In addition, for every 10 children in
a group, one adult receives free admission (excluding tax).
As part of the festivities, scouts who bring a "leaf" decorated with a family photo, a drawing nr other family identificadon will take home a special gift. The "family leaf" can be hand-made, a tree leaf or other ziation a a leaf.
Children's Place is located off N. C. Interstate 71 at the Route 2/Anywhere exit and is a 20-minute drive south of
Wilmington, 20 minutes east of Clarkton, N. C., and half-an-nonr from Whiteville, N. C.

The Five W's:
1.

0

2.

,

.

_INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Place the letter (P) to the left of the following statements
which classify as a forth of publicity.

1. 'Sporting goods stbre brings in an:expert fisherman to promote boating safety.
,

.

2.
Store helps to sponsor .a local parade.
.

'pepartnient-store holds a drawing to promote a new line of merchandise.
4. Bank distributes a booklet to new residents Oat.describes the community.

5. ,Grocery store creates a special display to promote nutritious value of seafood.

123
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 4.04: Evaluate the effectiveness of 'various tourism media.

,0044.04-01

INSTRILCIIONSTO STUDENTS: The concept of AIDCA should be related to promotional
stra tea. List the five mental stages of AIDCA.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

TEST: ITEM 004-4.04-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if each
statement is true or false. Retord the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left of each
statement.
1. For cooperative advertising to be successful, effective leadership and management are

required.
2. Cooperative advertising increases the cost incurred by individual advertisers.
3. There is no reatneed to cmrdinate activities between the two parties involved.

4. Cooperative advertising can sometimes arouse the interest of sales personnel.
5.

Specific and well-defined objectives should be stated and agreed upon.

124
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 4.05: Develop a comprehensive area/commUnity/business tourism
promotion

TEST ITEM OO4- 4.05 -0i

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS:.. Match-tile statements related toprornotiOnaIbudgeting in
--Colliiriii7A*Or the terms in Column B. Write the letter of the term from Column B in the blank
beside the.
statement in Column A.
Column A
1.

Column B

Method that uses a percentage of expected sales

a. Uses last year's sales

2. Method that uses a hit-or-miss.basis

b. No plan at all

3. Method that plans budget using previous figures

c. Uses anticipated sales

4. Method that plans advertising around a time

d. By shopping events

5. Most.ccimmon method of determining adVettising budget

TEST ITEM 004.4.05-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Fill in the missing terms in the following statements concerning tourism promotion evaluation.

-1-.---The tourisminithigtryinusliespond to

in the economy and in the society.

2.

The main purpose of displaying tourism literature is to help generate more

3.

Deterinining the number and types of people who use a tourism product/service is a form of

Power to attract
strategies.
5.

should be an evaluative criteria when planning tourism promotional

Adventure, relaxation, and awareness are

why people travel.
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Note to Teacher: The N. C. Division of Travel and Tourism has numerous video and film available
for classroom use. See PR-I for complete address.
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COMPETENCIES
ECONOMICS & TOURISM
COMPETENCY GOAL 5:

The student will identify the major economic
forces that determine the development of tourism

marketing.
Co,

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
5.01:

Eiplain- the concept of economic activities.

5.02

Explain the concept of economic supply and demand.

5.03

Summarize the roles of public and private sectors in tourism.

5.04

Analyze the cycle of economic development for a tourist resort destination.

5.05

Identify business 'risk associated with tourism.

Economics & Tourism
E-2

129

CONTENT/TEACHIN1 OUTLINE
ECONOMICS & TOURISM
PLANNING NOTES
L

Economic _Activities

A. Define -*Commies

B. Define economic activities
C.

SA-1

Tinirisin areas of economic activities

1. :Retail.

2. Restaurant
3'. 'Lodging'

4. Entertainment
5._ Recreation
6. Transportation7. -Miseellaneons
_D: -Goals of tourism.-aztivitiei
1. Maximize profits for businesses
Maximize effects, of tourist spending on locality
,3. 'Insure positive experiences- for tourists

SA-2

E. EconothiC *Tient activities in North Carolina
1. Tourist ,expenditures for 1988: -$6.2 billion

a.

$4:45 :bill* spent by out-of-state tourists
($1:75 billion--NC residents)
yisitor spent an average of $596 per trip

'b.
'2. PrOVidedi 252,500 jobs statewide
F.

Multiplier
1. -Used to.ovaltite -the impact of tourism in an area/

SA-3; SA-4

community.
2.- Total: amount, of tourist related Spending is
'represented in one summary number.
3. Includes 'amounts for both primary and seconday
:effects -of. -tourism spending.

4: Used in 'NOrth Carolina to reflect total- jobs and
'totalbusiness. volume relating to tourism.
G.. -Leakage:' A -term` lised2in -describing monies earned

ftomlouristit that' "leak' -out Of the local economy.
The_:atia/comniunity does not -receive any
ecOnoinio benefit' Troth these leakages.

H. Ede* -of Tourism -on -Economic Activities
Supports existing businesses_

Economics & Tourism

I
-'

SA-5
CT I B 005-5.1-01

SA-6; SA-7; SA-8

2,, .Creates: ',opportunitie

for entrepreneurial activities

A00 'em131neM
-Increases, personal income
5. -Proiiides ,tax .reVenuc
a. 'State

SA-9; SA-10; SA-11
SA-12

(-1)8alos.tar
-(2)-Ne Room tax,
(3) Income- tag
'(4J. Gasoline tax,

:(5)OnSiness fees/licenses
b. tooil_:,
Property tax

(2)Utility fees
(3)-Ruild.ing: fees/licenses
(4) Other ,.service related' fees
Supply and Demand 'AsAtelated to Tourism

A. Five components of supply
1. Natinil- Resources
2. Infrastructure :Support Systems
a. Utility ,SyStents.
(1) Water
(2)Viste- .Disposal
(3).Str_c_at:

'(4)Electricity

.1)

b. Other Stipliort Systems
(1)'Poline:

(2),Fire
_(3).Ccintmiinications

-(4) Public 'Parking
.(5),.PublicAccessAreas,

(6)Other
3. Superstructure
a. Accommodations
(1) Hotel
-

-

-

b.
c.
d.
e.

- -(2) -h#1 9tel

(3) Bed and Breakfast Inns
-(4) 'Condominium Apartments
Resorts
Restaurant's
Shopping Centers
Theme Parks

f. Museums
g. Other
4. Transportation

a.

Cars

b. Planes
c.

Buses

d. Trains
e. Ships/Boats
f. Railroads
g. Taxis

Economics & Tourism
E

CTIB 005-5.1-02
SA-13

5. Local/Area Resources
I'itispitality
.(1)Attiiudes of residents
(2) Concern, for .tourists during their visit
.b. "Cultural
B. Objectives of' Supply _hi "planning for Tourism.

1. -EnVirotinient

Facilities
3. Servic,es

CTIB .005-5.2-01

C. 'CtinipOnerits of Demand
1-.;
of Visitors
2. 'Type ,,,of Transportation
3 'Distance 'traveled
4'. tengti,r of stay'
5. --Quality, :Of- -Serifice

6. Coat is relaied to. an area
7'.

Seasonal' .characteristics of a destination
a. *eathee

'b. .Attractions
'ç

Other.

D. Measuring Demand
1. Computation. of tourist demand in a destination
-DEMAND -a_No. of touriSt° X Average No. of days/nights
spent at a destination

Amountof -estimatedtourist. -spendingDEMAND (in -dollars)

Tourist days/nights X Average
Expenditure per day/night

SA-14; SA-15

Iinportance of measuring deinand
a. How successful' a destination has been in
AttraCting: .tourism to its area
b. Forecast the' future success of tourism in a

destination
III.

CTIB 005-5.2-02

Roles of' Public and Private Sectors
A. Private. Sector
1. Offer businesses that will provide goods and services

SA-16

for 'tourists

2. Attract. investMent, opportunities for businesses to
earn, a. prOfit
3'. -De.velop'-strategiei. to have tourist return to an area
year. After year,
a. Products/Services. offered
b.. Marketing', atrategies,
c. Support; of all- aspects Of. an area that will influence
the. grewar Of. tourism-

S A-1 7
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4, Participate In the politidal process of maintaining
the policies that are of benefit to all aspects of
supporting tourism

Participate 'in the planning of tourism development in
their area

SA-18
CTIB 005-5.3-01

B. Public Sector

1.

TouriSm ,Development
State leVel

SA-19

,a.

(1) Establish Travel and Tourism Division
(2),prothote programs for state and local areas
(3) identify trends in tourism development
(4) Establish visitor centers
b.

Local Level

(1) Chambers of Commerce support
(2)"ConVention and Visitor Bureau support
2. Capital Outlay
a. Offer incentives for tourism development

SA-20

b. Coordinate the providing Infrastnicture Support
,Systems
c. Provide ,monies for: feaSibility stedieS for both/
local and state tourism development

d. Direct the use, of tax, monies for tourism related
projects'
3. Regulator
a. :Legislate, laws to establish policy
b. Enforce 'regulations

SA -21

(1)- Land use

(2) Health Standards
(3)-Protection of environment
:(4) Safety
(5) crithe .prevention
(6) Labor Laws
(7) Building codes

SA-22

C. Issues
1.

Protection of the Environment

2. Tourism development ih general
3 .- Larid_use.

' 4. Use of taxes
a: Use of dollars for tourism advertising

SA-23
CTIB 005-5.3-02

b. .Maintenance of tourism impacted areas
IV.

Economic Development of Tourist Resort Destination

SA-24; SA-25

A . Inception--Discovery Phase
1. Natural itesources

a.

rz

Little known outside area
b. Still' natural
2. Infrastructure Support Systems
a. Utilities for residents only
b. Other services established on normal needs of
the community/area

Econoiniis & Tourism
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3. Superstructure
a. Businesses related only to local economic
.conditions (family-owned and operated)
b. No large scale accommodations
c. Few restaurants

4. Transportation
a. Roads for local .traffic demands

b. :Limited taii service
c. Area may :still- be remote (offthe beaten track)
5. Local /Area 'Resources
a. Residents friendlyWelcome visitors
b. Prices ere reasonable

c.

No organized' plan to promote the area

B. Growth- -Local Response and Initiative
1. Natural Resources
a. Tourism visits increase through word of mouth
b. Area begins to see impact of tourism
2. Infrastructure Support Systems
a. Need for pliuming of utilities due to increased load
on existing systems
b. Other. services must increase to support demand
3. Superstructure
.a.Most businestes are still family-owned
b. Enterpreneurs are attracted to the area in search
of investment and business opportunities
c. Employment: demands increase to meet the needs
of the business community
d. Tourist related services and needs become a factor
in business outlook
e. Increases' in restaurants and shopping areas
f. Entertainment and recreational areas develop on
tourism growth
4. Transportation
a. Traffic congested on roads
b. Needs kr new roads
'c. Development of other means of transportation

5. Local/Area Resources
a. Residents and tourist contacts become more

iinpersonal Ind' "formal
(1) Some -residents may object to loss of quality of

life in the area
(2) Move to keep things as they arc
(3) Resentment of "visitors," both tourist and new
residents, moving in to open new businesses
b. Need: to plan the dircction of the arca/community
to control: the growth and development of tourism
(1) Some residents want to use tourism to improve
-quality- of life
(2) Bring additional services and cultural
activities' into an .arca/community
(3) Attract new businesses related to tourism

Economics & nurion
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C. Maturity Phase
1.

Natural Resources
a. Pollution increases

b. Some natural resources are destroyed
2. Infrastructure Support Systems
a. Utilities bcco-rie limited due to usage
(1) Money Must be spent to update and modernize
all facilities

b. Role of local government is critical in this phase
c. Support systems are now based on the' demand of
visitors to the arca (could be seasonal in nature)
d. Benefits to area now arc related to the economic
growth and development due to tourism
3. Superstructure
a. Corporate chains are established to standardize
services offered to tourists and other visitors
b. Local family-owned businesses must adjust to
benefit from change
(1) Weeding out of unprofitable businesses due
to competition
-(2)..Established businesses expand business
interest into °ilia' -areas-due-to. economic
demand
c.

Area commercializes - -local crafts are mass

produced
d. Increase in job opportunities
c. Many services arc based on the demands generated
from tourism activities
f. Land is at a premium -- inflated real estate prices
4. Transportation.
a. All types of transportation arc available
b. Local roads and major, highways are needed to

support increased traffic
c. Buses,-and airlines may increase service to area

5. Local/Area Resources

a. Area has developed plans to attract tourists
b. Many local decisions are now influenced by
interests
Tourism is a major economic factor in the area/
community
outside

c.

d. Demand for better employees
e. Changes in work patterns
f. Tourist may not have direct contact with local
residents
g. Tourism will generate growth in local economy
h. Long-range planning is critical to growth

D. Decline
Natural Resources
a. Must be 'protected
b. Planning is most important
c. Natural environment shows impact of tourism

Economics & Tourism
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2. Infrastructure Support systems
a. Usage can be predicted
b. Some systems in need, of repair
c. Money must be budgeted to maintain all systems
in order to meet demand
3. Superstructure .
a. Area may be saturated and many businesses are
not profitable
b. New businesses anzair each year
c. Area/community is not as attractive for new
investments
d. Original local characteristics of area may become
commercialized

4. Transportation
Area is very accessible
b. Highways congested
c. Air pollution
d. 'Some. forms of trans:lortation may be restrictLJ
a.

due to demand

5. Local/Area Resource
a. Local residents may become unhappy with
tourism development
b-. Touriits began to search other areas because
of loss of appeal
c. Area will need to plan new ways to promote
its assets
V.

SA-26; SA-27
CTIB 005-5.4-02

Business Risks Associated with Tourism

A. Definitions
B. Types of business risks
1. Insurable

SA-28; SA-29

2. Uninsurable
'J. How businesses deal with various types of business

risks

CTIB 005-5.5-01
SA -30

CTIB 005-5.5-02
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES
ECONOMICS & TOURISM
Read! and
:Tourism:

"Economic$--Economics and You," page 6, PR-1.
,

S A -1

.

Princtples, Practices, ,Philosophies, page 260 (PR-1)
Adds some detail to 'the .goals on economic activities. Students may
add additiOnal
and._ related areas, associated with economic

S A -2

,activities =during class discussions.

'3198I-North- Carolina 'Travel Study (Technical Report)," page 25.
lihe- following titultiplier$ are- listed, in -PR-3,, page 27:

SA-3

S A -4

4.66 '3t ,Primary Jobs == Total. Jobs

:19 X. 'Initial' Travel' Spending = Total Business Volume
Research

areakothintinity for inforniation tbat -would demonstrate
.the'Use of these-multipliers as related to Econoniics and Tourism:

:Read

page 29 -- Students are to list types of leakages that occur in

a local' ,'economy.

Read -PR-4, Diitrism. Planning, pages 3-4.
:Read,

S A -5
SA-6

"1987 ,NOrth Carolina Travel Study," pages 22 -26.

Students

are. to ,,research the .economic impact of tourism in their local
(Or nearest) .areatcommunity. Contact an organization -such as
the :Phatither of, Commerce for impact studies. Examples of
questions they ,may -ask:

SA-7

yofie eoinmunity/area, how does tourism support local businesses?
'Does .tOuri$in. ,offee opportunities for entrepreneurial activities?
How .4ods tourism inipact employnient?
What :are. the. econoinic benefits to your part of the state?
Invite a representative from a professional organization to speak to your
class on the economic influences of tourism in your area.

Write a -report on the amount of revenue state and local governments
collect directly from tourism. Reflect this information in a graph
rioting the changes- for one, five, and ten years.
.

S A-8
SA-9

Prepare a brochure showing the economic benefits of tourism to your
-area/community.

SA-10

Read "The -North Carolina Room Tax:

SA-1 1

Why It Works,"--a pamphlet
prepared by .the North Carolina Association of Conventions and
Visitor -Bureaus,

Read PR -3, '1987 North Carolina Travel Study," page 26.

Complete an

analysis of secondary economic effects of tourism on your area.

Economics & Tourism
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S A -12

Divide the class into five ,groups. Assign a supply component to each
group. They are to complete. the following:
'1,.

2::

S A-1 3

Identify,' a 'Weal: example of the group's component found
in Ithe. area /community.
Create a ,pcistet 'with the group's component highlighted.
'Be sure toAnclude.,the three supply objectives as part of the
group's component.

Each groups`will give a 1t1 minute report to the rest of the class.

Resources- may include:
-.Chamber of -Corninerce
Travel-, 'CoUncila-

Trade Aisociations
Contention. & Visitor Bureaus
North Carolina Division- of Travel .& Tourism

For. hackgrouild material, the -instructor may wish to read Chapter 7,
"Touriam'Components- and Supply," -pages 199-219, Tourism:
:Principles; Practites , ,Philosophies, PR-2.
-Using. the-'formula,, .compute. -the following:

(PR-2, riako 247-248, Tourism: Principles, Practices, Philosophies)

SA -14

Number .ofi visitors X_ average number of days/nights at destination = Demand
NuMber of visitor- days/nights X average expenditure per day/night = Demand
(in- dollars)"
100- iisitor's *ill" stay in your area 4 days and 3 nights, compute the demand
100: visitors will spend 'an average of $150.00, compute the amount spent/
'Demand in: dollars.

For background material, the instructor may wish to read Chapter 8,
"Measuring and Forecasting Demand," pages 243-248, PR-2, Tourism:
Principles; Practices, Philosophies.
RevieW SA-11, have a representative
the class on how the room tax is

,m the local government talk to
_

,mputed.

StUdents- are -to report on how their area/community attracts tourist
related businesses and business investments.

The class, is to become. a committee that is involved in attracting these
butiitesseq, and business investments. They are to develop strategies
related to each of 'the areas. listed in 3a-3c.

You are an owner of a small business in a tourist related area.
'vieWpo...taxiswer the following question
Why should

From your

-participate in .helping to plan for the growth of tourism

in. .My -area?,

What' are the 'poll-Cies that I would support for the development of
tourism :in my area?
'Will other -bUsinest people support a plan for tourist development?

Economics & Tourism
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SA-1 5
SA -16
S A -17

SA-1 8

Invite -guest- speakers, from local government to discuss the role of the

SA -19

Using :newspapers, magazines and other media, show how the public
sector -is creating, a potitiye image for tourism in- North Carolina.

SA-20

The students arc to conduct, a feasibility study on an issue relating to

SA-21

public sector in- tourism.

tourism in your arca.

An example would be spending- of tax dollars to control erosion
at: a. beach.

Find examples of how the government is involved as a regulator in an
area impacted by tourism.

SA-22

Using various articles, identify different kinds of issues relating to
tourism in your-area that both the private and public sectors are
involved in or would be involved in.

SA-23

Have the -studentsmake a poster ,showing each phase of economic
development of a resort.

SA-24

Or
Divide the class up by each phase and let each group create a poster
reflecting the phase that they have.
Using class -- discussion,. see if the students- can add to each phase
Read PR-5, The Travel Industry, pages 100-103.

S A -25

The students are to use each of the fotir -phases -of economic development SA-26
and relate each- phase to an actual resort destination in the local area.
Answer- the following questions/statements relating to what they
ha-,e found.

1. What phase is the resort in?
2. Do an analysis of the resort and create a short and long range
plan that would prove continued growth.
3. In it2 above, how would the following be involved:
Tourist
b. City/ToWn Manager
c. Hotel/Motel Manager
a.

d.
NOTE:

Town -Board
1.

2.

d. Small business person

e. Chain Store manager

f. Governor

Each phase would tend to take a long period of time.
View this as a general outline.

The students are to research this resort life cycle and see if it could be
applied to -all travel destinations. The students are to then tell why
it could be applied or why it. could not be applied.

Economics & Tourism
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SA-27

'Read Economics and Marketing, LAP 8, "Business Risks," PR-1: pages 1-12.

S A - 28

Students are to- list the types of risks that would be associated with
businesses- involved with tourism.

S A - 29

would the following examples affect a travel destination?

.Legionnaires

Medical Waste

_

Disease
.-

Unethical Business
False Advertising
Poor Service

At-i& Rain,
The ,movie -"Jaws"
Recession
.R00-down condition of business Hurricanes
Street Gangs
Fire
Insurance -Coverage
Food Poisoning
Air :pollution
Water pollution

Economics & Tourism
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SA-30

Practice

EVALUATION MEASURES
ECONOMICS & TOURISM
COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The student will identify the major economic
forces '-ciat determine the development of tourism marketing.

-014P.O(ENO

-SPlain the concept of economic activities.

TEST -ITEM:,
INSTRUCTIONSTO STUDENTS:

Complete the statements below by filling in the missing

. worth,.

are activities that involve the exchange
of something having monetary value for something else that has monetary value.

Three areas involved in economic activities related to tourism are:

a.

b.
c.

3.

Goals of economic activities are:

a.

b.
c.

4.

The multiplier for total jobs is 1.66. There are a total of 10 primary jobs created from
tourism activities.

5.

The total jobs created by tourism are

The multiplier for total blisiness spending is 1.79.

The initial travel spending is $150.00.

is the total business volume as a result of tourism.

TEST ITEM 005-5.142
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if each
statement is true or tube: Record the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left
of each statement.
1.

One primary effect of tourism is to support existing businesses.

2.

Only private employment benefits froth tourism.

3.

Sales tax, North Cwolina Room Tax and Gasoline Tax are the only source of
funds used by state government.

4.

Secondary benefits of tourism occur when 'tourist spending cycles through
the local economy.

5.

Secondary effects of ecOnomic activities are of no real benefit to an area
or community:
Economics ft Tourism

COMPETENCY-

the concept of economic supply and

4044;1.,colgcrivETEST' ,ITEM- 0044-01

'INSTRUCTIONS To STUDENTS: Identify the five components of supply and give two examples
fioM pica- area/COninitniity.

a.

b.
2.
a.

b.
3.
a.

b.
4.
a.

b.
5.
a.

b.

TEST ITEM 005-5.2-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Write an essay explaining demandirielude the components
of dathariti, hoW deminid is measured and the importance of measuring demand.

EcOnomics & Tourism
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COMPETENcr'-'0B.JECTIVg_ "-$43: Sturtmariie the 'roles of .pUblic :and private
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TEST 1TEM ;,005.4:3-01.
INSTRUCTIONS
Completes f

;_atatemelit..

Read- each -statement carefully, then select the choice that best

Circle the correct letter identifying your answer.

1. `The ....-role of the -:Private .sector in tourism -includes:
ItUsineal:f.OPPortnnities in offering <goods and services to tourists

,Attract ..investment :Opportunities for business development
-e. DeVelop..ittategies to attract tourists year after year
d.- An- .active voice in planning. tourism. development

Ali of the -above *taw* -are correct,
2. -Which of the-.following would not be--part, of -the private, sector?
a, Support an advertising program to attract tourism to an area

b. -Offer. specific goods/services related to the needs and wants of tourists
C.- ltnitiV taxes
d. Re-,Part Of" he political
in .developing long-range programs for an area

3. Business -investment
a. create .0)&411.

cone to an. area in the hopes to

b. keep-4....posi* community image
A.

4.

a

.....

c._ -help unemployment

d. earn a profit
4.

4

.4

4

_

nest 7be.part of
planning process for :tourism development

b. becoming involved' in the political process
c. .developing; marketing, strategies to attract tourism to the area

d. All

the -above .arieWeis are correct.

The grOWtb, of a- tourism destination depends on the private sector
increasing_ -taxes
c. legislating laws
-b. regulating policies
d. None of the above answers is correct.
-4.

TEST ITEM- 005,-S.3-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Give two examples of the public sector's roles listed below:
.1:.

Tourism development
a.

b.

.2. Capital Otitlay
a.

b.

!

---1

-3: 'Regulator
_,--..

a.

-,

b.
--:

4. Federal Level
g.

b.

Two local issues involving the public sector in your area/community
a.

b.

Economics & Tourism
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;COMPETENCV.LOBJE:CTIVE 5alyz the 'Oak of econainic ,devOopment for
tourist resort acstrnation

a

TEST ITEM 005-5.4-01
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Identify the following statements as being associated with the
INC,EPTION4ISCOVERY 'PHASE or the GROWTH PHASE of economic development for a
Ie§oft

1.

Businesses are family owited.

2. Tourist visits increase due to word-of-mouth.
3. Additional services and cultural activities are brought into
the area/community.

4. Residents are friendly to the new visitors.
5. Utilities and other services mita increase due to demands.

TEST ITEM 005-5.4-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Identify the following statements as being part of the
MATURITY PHASE eDECLINE PHASE.
1. Natural environment shows effects of tourism.

2. Tourists begin to search for other areas due to loss-of-appeal.
3. Outside interests influence direction of the area's growth.

4. Role of local government becomes critical.
5. Family businesses must adjust to increases in competition.

Economics & Tourism
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COMPETENCY OBO.CTIVE S.05:

Identify business risks associated with tourism

TEST ITEM 005-5.5-01
INSTRUCT oNs TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if each
statement is true or false. Record the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left
of each, statement.
1.

"Potential losses" that a business may be exposed to are called business risks.

2.

Businessesire"' always successful; therefore, they do not need to be concerned
with losses.

3.

The two types of business risks are insured and uninsured.

4-

Btisinesses will not need insurance- because they are working with tourism.

5.

Each business will face the same type of risks.

TEST ITEM 005-5.5-02
:INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Summarize five examples of business risks related to
businesses in your area/community involved with tourism.

2.

3.

4.

5.
t:-

Economics & Tourism
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KEY TO TEST ITEMS
ECONOMICS & TOURISM

:tiff
.

.

ITEM, CGS- 5.1.01

TEST ITEM 005-5.3-02

EcOitofilic ,Activities

1,

'2. Seel. 3a, .,.38..(E:3)
a.. 'Maximize 'profits for businesses
,prOvidlna:.goods and services to

tourists.b. .MaxiMize ,the. primary & secondary
`effect's; of tourist spending

2.

-

Insure. the tourists' 'receive positive
experiences from their visit.

4. 16.6

3.

5. $268.50.

4.

TEST ITEM 005-5.1-02
1,.

T'

5.

F
:F

4'. T
5.

TEST ITEM 005-5.4-01

F

TEST

Tourism Development
a. Establish Travel & Tourism Division
b. 'Promotional program
C.
Insure a positive image for tourism
Capital Outlay
a. Incentives for tourism development
b. Conduct feasibility studies
c. Tax monies for tourism related
projects
Regulator
See Ili. B. 3. a., b. 1.-7 (E-8)
Federal Level
a. Federal Parks
b. Monies for state/local projects
Answers may vary depending on issues
identified for local area.

1.

ITEM 005-5.2-01

2.
3.

.EZamPleijorthe following would come from

Inception-Discovery Phase
Growth Phase
Growth Phase
Inception-Discovery Phase
Growth Phase

the, indiVidual area.

4.
5.

1. Natural Resources
2. Infrastructure ,Support Systems

TEST ITEM 005-5.4-02

3'. .Superstructure
4. Transportation
5. Local /Area Reiources

1.

2.
3.

TEST ITEM 005-5.2-02

4,
5.

Essays will vary. Information should include
the basic material covered in class.

TEST ITEM 1;05,5.5-01

at P.

Decline Phase
Decline Phase
Maturity Phase
Maturity Phase
Maturity Phase

- 3. E45)

I

T

TEST ITEM' 005-5.3-01

2.
3.

F

1.

4.
5.

e-

T
F
F

2'. ,c

3.

TEST ITEM 005-5.5-02

4. d
5.

d

Answers will vary depending on examples
of risks used by the student.
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COMPETENCIES

TRAVEL/TOURISM RELATED BUSINESSES
COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner will understand the diversity
and scope of travel/tourism related businesses.
COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
6.01

Identify the functions of the travel agency industry.

6.02

Identify the three categories of transportation services.

6.03

Identify the structure of the hospitality industry.

6.04

Describe other travel/tourism related businesses.

6.05

Identify and interpret trends associated with the travel/tourism
industry.

6.06

Develop an understanding of career opportunities in the travel/
tourism

industry.

Travel /Tourism

Related
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CONTENT/TEACHING OUTLINE
TRAVEL/TOURISM RELATED BUSINESSES

PLANNING NOTES
.

I.

Tourism Industry Organiiation and Outlook
A. Three major components of industry
. Travel sales
. Transportation services
3. Hospitality and related services

z

B.

II.

SA-7

Industry- will continue to be one of the largest in the world
2. Offers varied career opportunities
2. Is a major employer in US.
3. Technology continually changes industry

S A -8

SA-1, SA-2
SA-3, SA-9, SA-10
CTIB 006-6.06-01
CTIB 006-6.06-02

Travel Agency Services
SA-4, SA-7
CTIB 006-6.01-01

-A. One- of three major components
1. Travel. -agent is a professional

2. Thomas Cook was first retail travel agent in 1841
3. Procures services from suppliers (ex. hotels,
airlines, etc.)

4. Must provide all types of travel information
5. Average ftgeicY zmploys 8.4 people
6. Most common type of arrangement is air transportation
B.

SA-5, SA-6

Industry employs several- distribution systems
1. One-stage system sells directly to consumer
2. Two-stage system involves middleman
3. Three-stage system involves two middlemen
4. Four-system involves additional middleman
(specialty channeler)

CTIB 006-6.01-02

C. Additional -travel careers

1. Tour operatbr
a. Wholesale agent

b. Designs tour packtsges
c. Makes profit in volume
2. Travel clerk
a. Plans schedules for military and civilian personnel
b. Notifies personnel of -all travel orders
c. Studies routes for most advantageous one
3. Tourist information assistant
a. Works at state information center
b. Gives information to tourists
c. AnsWers in; uiries
4. Travel guide
a. Arranges transportation for groups

b. Accompanies tour groups
c. Describes points of interest
Travel/Tourism

Related
F .3

3

I
Businesses

150

Automobile. club travel Counselor
a: Tlans .trins for. MeMbeis of auto club
b. SeleCts ,suitable.,roada and calculates mileage
,c:. .Provides .rnernhers with mapt and brochures
.

D; COMpenaakion, of'- travel ,agencies

SA-11

Receive commissions from suppliers and holesalers
"2. `May:reeeiVe.coVerrides (increases as number of
-hOokings. increases)'
3.. Small agency- may, operate on very small profit
4; ,Agency,MaY,. sell- travel- insurance or traveler's checks

SA-12

Travel ,retailing trends
'BUsiness,'-related, -travel 'showing dramatic increase
a. AiiIine deregulation
b. Industry' ;lids -expanded to new 'locations

SA-13

GN

-E,

.1-,

2. 'Pleas* =travel considered important ,part of people's
lives
a. 'People ;place greater -value on vacations
are willing to pay Tor- it
-3. Travel` reflects changes' in. society
,Older 'generation living, tenger.

SA-14

b. Single 404 traveling' more frequently
HI.

Transportation Services

A. Water Transportationcruise ships
1. Industry had to change its marketing strategy in

SA-15
CTIB 006-6.02-01

1960's
2. Availability of air travel caused passenger ships to
become extinct
3. Concept of cruising evolved into "cruise vacation"
4. Are now more affordable
5. Market- spans all age groups
6. Industry has bright future
7. Key factor will be repeat business

SA-16

B. Land TranipOrtation
1. Motorcoach Industry
a. Widely used for sight-seeing
b. Seccind most important carrier in U.S. intercity
travel
c. Charter and tour segment shows continuous growth
2. Automobile
a. 'U,sed -by two-thirds of families for taking vacations
b. Recreational' vehicles -- important component
c. Dependent upon continual maintenance of highway

system
d. Key feature is convenience

Travel /Tourism
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SA-18, SA-19
SA-20
SA-21

3'.

Railroads
2. Have faced serious problems for many years in U.S.
.b. GOverninefit created National Railroad Passenger

SA-22

CorporatiOn ;(AMTRAK) as in effort .to restore

transportation
c. AMTRAK ,presently. subsidized by government
d. Currently *rates 24,000 miles of track
its future is questionable,

SA-23

C; Air transportation
1. Based on Private enterprise concept in -U.S.
2., WWII. promoted growth of industry
:3. U:S. airlines dominate -top' ten in world
4. Regulated: by: Federal Aiiiation Administration (FAA).
S. -Dereguiatiori by COngrcss (1978) caused changes in
marketing itrategiei6.. Airlines ..Presently facing increased competition
7. Major-advantage :of, air travel is speed
8. W.S. airlines- employ- more .than 300;000 .people
9. "Brand :Ioyalty" -among. travelers -is low
10. Airlines .in 'future will focus on marketing a commodity

SA-24
CTIB 006-6.02-02

D. Future Trends
1. Modes of. transportation (air, water, and lane: face

uncertainties due to -a. Economic conditions
b, ,Chinges in regulations

SA-25

2. Transition . Stage
a. Competitive companies will survive
b. Results will be better service with better prices
IV.

Hospitality and Related Services

A. Accommodations or lodging industry
1. Company owned and 'perated system
2. Industry developed out of need as growth occurred
3. America's first hotel chain pioneer was Ellsworth
Statler

B. Three basic systems of operation

SA-26
CTIB 006-6.03-01

1. Company- owned and operated system
a. Owner- is independent

b, Expansion may be slow
2. Franchise system
a. Has right to sue brand name that is well known
b..

Has to -pay franchise rig'ats

3. Management contract system
a. Chain places its name on property
b. Investor finds management team
c.

SA-27
CTIB 006-6.03-02

Owner must pay management fee

Travel /Tourism
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C. Fo Od and 'Beverage
1-, One Out of five weekday meals eaten out

2. "Social ,changes- influenced changes in industry
3. Industry -has many segments- a. :Restaurants'
Travel food service
c. '*ending machines
4. Past=fond chains experienced greatest. growth
5. Trends .show increase in demand for ethnic
restaurants and health foods
_

D. Am_ usenient, keOreation, and Entertainment
1-. Amusement parksa. Have .experienced .a growth decrease
HaVe--been- i placed by larger theme parks
1)
6. Changes, in society caused Americans to change
entertainment :preferences,
d. Some sticcessful, parks still 1.i existence

SA-28

CTIB 006-6.05-01-02

SA-29
CTIB 006-6.04-01

2. Theme Parks.
Busineskhas shown great expansion
b.. Disney World is the largest in the, world
c. Encouraged others to enter the field
d. Sonic- _offer educational- experiences
e. Draw an international market
-f. 'Planning. is key to success
ai

3. Recreatien-a. Ski 'resorts -- growing industry in N.C.
b.. ShOpping-,importatit part of tourist's activities

SA-3D
SA-31

CTIB 006-6.04-02

(1) Gift and Souvenir shopS

(2) Outlet malls and stores ar e important segment
of industry
c. Fishing resorts -- usually owne d by individuals

4. Entertainment
a. Live - entertainment
segmentation

demands careful market

b. Is generally very costly
c. Agent may be used

d. U.S. copyright laws should be a consideration

'"ravel /Tourism

Related
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES
TRAVEL/TOUPISM RELATED BUSINESSES
Prepare a ;ob file, by collee.vig job advertisements froi . newspapers,
etc., of local job opport....ities related to tourism.

S A -1

In Tourism An Exploration, (PR #3), read pp. 297-315.

SA-2

Develop a' job description from one component of the tourism industry.
Include specific skills mid required tasks.

SA-3

In Tourism Principles, Practices, Philolophies, (PR#1), read pp. 95-100.

S A- 4

In Tourism an Exploration, (PR#3), .:;ad pp. 58-59.

S A -5

In The Travel Indus_ try, (PR#2), use the chart on p. 143 to discuss how

SA-6

North Carolina ranks in comparison to other states in the number
of -travel -agents. Prepare .a list of cities where job opportunities
would most likely be available.
D_ evelop a list of places where a student could receive training in the

SA-7

travel agency industry.

'Interview an employee of a local travel agency to determine the
various kinds of services available to its customers.

S A -8

In The Travel Industry, (PR#2), answer questions 1-5 on p. 89.

SA-9

In Tourism, Principles, Practices, Philosophies, (PR#1), read pp. 514-515.

SA-10

In The Travel Industry, ((PR#2), answer questions 1-6 on p. 155.

SA-11

Interview a local travel agency owner to determine the types of state
and federal laws under which they must operate.

SA-12

Read current issues of travel-reicted magazines (National Geographic
Traveler, Travel South USA, and Outdoors). Prepare oral and written
reports- on current issues related to travel.

SA-13

Have students prepare a collage showing the many career opportunities
available in the travel services industry.

S A -14

Conduct a local survey to determine the percentage of people who have
chosen to take a "cruise vacation." List reasons for their choices.

S A -15

In The Travel Industry, (PR#2), read "Outlook for Cruise Lines" on
pp. 74-75.

S A A. 1 6
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In The :Travel .Industry, (PR#2), .read pp. 53-54.

SA-17

In The 11.001. Industry, (PR#2), read "Outlook. for Intercity Bus
Transportationr
Pp: 76-77.

SA-18

In The Travel Industry; (PR#2), read pp. 178-181.

SA-19

_

ln,Thi travel -Industfy; (PR#2), read pp. 170-171.

SA-20

InteivIew a local_ dealer for recreational vehicles and write a profile

SA-21

describing =characteristics, .of, persons- who buy them.
In The Treivel- Industry, (PR#2), read pp. 172-175.

SA-22

Ili The :`Trav,1- Industry, (PR#2), read "Otit!pa for Intercity Rail
Traiisporplion''' on ,pp. 71-73.

SA-23

In The -Travel industry, (PR#2), ,read -"Outlook for Airlines" on p. 69.

SA-24

In The Travel Industry, (PR#2), -answer questions 1-3 on p. 182.

SA-25

In The Travel Industry, (PR#2), 'read pp. 208-211.

SA-26

Prepare a. list of local motels located in your city/county.
which basic system of ,Operation they are using.

Determine

Interview -the manager of the newest fast-food restaurant located in
your area. Determine the major reasons this business decided to

SA-27
SA-28

Iodate- where it did.
Prepare -a list of names; and locations of theme parks in North Carolina.

Discuss various marketing strategies they are currently using to

SA-29

attract customers.

Prepare a- -list of the major ski rzsorts in North Carolina. Discuss issues

SA-30

In Tourism Principles, Practices, Philosophies, (PR#1), read p. 114.
Answer question 12 on p. 119.

SA-31

related to the future dewalpment of this industry.

TravellTuurism
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EVALUATION MEASURES
TRAVEL /TOURISM RELATED BUSINESSES
COMPETENCY GOAL 1:

The Immo' will understand the diversity and
scope of travel/tourism related businesses.

,..,

,
COMPETENCY
COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 6.01:

Identify the functions of the travel agency

industrY.

'TEST ITEM' 006-6.0141
INSTRUCTIONS, TO STUDENTS:- Read each of the following statements concerning the travel
agenCy-Industry. 'Determine. if each statement is true or false. Recoil, the correct response

ttrue orliIse):1U.the-blank to the left of -each statement.
1'.

:trAvel, agency acts as a niiddleMan helping to make arrangements with
Suppliers of -tr4vel--hotelt, tour operators, airlines--and receives a
commission from the suppliers.

2.

The majority of travel agency revenues is derived from making air travel
arrangements.

3.

The retail travel industry is generally not affe ted by socio-economic changes.

4.

Travel; agencies rely on the business traveler for supplying repeat customers.

5.

Tourism in a business activity is expected to continue to grow in the future.

TEST ITEM- 006. 6.01.02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTg:

Match the statements related to the travel industry in

Column A with -the terms in ColLau B. Write the letter of the term from Column B in the
blank beside the matching statement in Colman A.
COLUMN A
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

COLUMN B

Specializes in putting together

a.

ASIA

tour offerings
Provides direct- sales from
suppliers of travel services
Trade association of travel
professionals

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

special markets

business-related bookings
one-stage .
ibution system
commissit
wholesale avel agent

Reflects most dramatic changes
in travel retailing
Senior- citizens, religious groups

Travel /Tourism
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,,COMPETENCY 'OBJECTIVE 6.02:

Identify the - three categories of transportation services.

tOT
INSTRUCTIONS TO 'STUDENTS: Read each of the incomplete sentences. Determine which of
theCOnipletiori,'"CheiCes'is .most' appropriate for each statement. Write the letter of this
sesporise-, in the space -provided. to the left.

'The evolution Of the cruise vacation came about .primarily as a result of
replacing, Ocean liners.
c. charter

a. automobiles
b. railroads

buses

d. airplanes

is not a factor for cruise liries to consider in segmenting their

2,

market.
c. where traveler lives
d. income of traveler

a. age of traveler
b. sex of traveler

3.

AMTRAK has continued to remain in business because of assistance from
c. the public
d. foreign countries

a. -the ,government
b. customers
711111=I

4.

Automobiles will continue to be used as a means of traveling away from home

because of
c. good road conditions
d. interest rates

a. low gas prices
b. conveuience

5. The growth in the .ecreational vehicle industry has spurred the establishment
of

road signs
d. higher taxes
c.

a. private campgrounds

b. motels
TEST ITEM 006-6.02-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS:

In the blank space to the left of each statement, place an X in

the ones that are a component of transportation services.
1.

Passenger ships

6.

Fishing resorts

2.

AMTRAK

7.

Motorcoach

3.

Private vehicles

8.

Entertainment

4.

Hotel /Mote'

9.

Riverbuat travel

5.

Charter

air-carriers

Travel /Tourism
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 6.03: Identify the structure of the hospitality industry.

TEST ITEM 006.6.03-01
INSTRUCTIONS TO . STUDENTS:
Match the statements related to the hospitality industry
in- Column A with the terms in Column B. Write the letter of the term from Column B in the
blank space' beside the matching statement in Column A.
COLUMN A

COLUMN B

2.

Dividing ownership and use of
a property among several people
Type of management control'

3.

Reflects new developments in

1.

the future
4.

Considered to be the best room

5.

in a hotel
Describes a room with kitchen

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

suite
efficiency unit
'time sharing

double
condotel
management control

facilities

TEST ITEM 006-6.03-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements concerning the
hospitality industry. Determine if each statement is true or false. Record the correct

response (true or talse) in the blank to the left of each statement.

1.

Franchising is well known in the lodging industry.

2.

The American Hotel and Motel Association is the largest accomodation
organization in the United States.

3.

Tlie lodging industry is international in nature.

4.

A disadvantage of the franchise system of managing a motel is the purchasing
of supplies through a central distributor.

5.

It is uncommon for an airlines to own a hotel.

TravellTourism

Related
F-11
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 6.04:

Describe other travel/tourism related buoinesses.

,Amor

TEST ITEM 006-6.04-01'
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: In the blank space to the left of each state.nent, place an X in
the .ones that are part of tourism-related businesses.
1.

Theme. parks

2. Outlet malls

3. Campgrounds
4. Ski resorts

5. Amusement parks

TEST ITEM 006-6.04-62
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: List five ways in which shopping has been made a
convenient part of tourism activities.

Travel/Tourism

Related
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COMPETENCY -ORJECTIV.E 6.05: Identify and interpret trends associated with the
traveJ/tourzsin industry

-TOT, ITEM o044:os-oi
INSTRUCTIONS TO 'STUDENTS: Read, each of the following statements concerning trends in
the 'tOurieni industry. Determine if each statement is true or false. Record the correct response
(true or false) in the ,blank to the left of each statement.

1. Labor/management clashes have played an integral part in the future
development of the airline industry.
2. Improving, service will be an important consideration in expanding AMTRAK's

use in the future.
3. Cruising is ir popular choice today because it is an all-inclusive vacation.
4. It is' evident that at least one-third of all people who take a cruise will choose
another cruise vacation.
5. Automation will, probably not be a factor to consider in the growth of travel
agencies in the future.

TEST ITEM 006-6.05-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS:
the tourism industry.

List five factors which have contributed to me growth of

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Travel/Tourism

Related
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 6.06: Develop an understanding of career opportunities
in- the t*el/tourisin

TEST ITEM 006. 6.06 -01
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS:
opportunitiei in the travel industry.

Read each of the following statements concerning career
Determine if each statement h true or false. Record the

correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left of each statement.

1.

United States travel industry employment has continued to grow over the past
few years.

2.

Technological advances will not affect the number of career opportunities in
the future.

3.

It is advisable to keep abreast of current trends and future changes in the
travel industry.

4. Professional trade journals are an important source of information on travel
career opportunities.

5.

Overall; one can safely predict that career opportunities in the travel industry
will continue to grow.

TEST ITEM 006. 6.06 -02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: In the blank space to the left of each job category, place an X
in 'the ones that are career possibilities in tourism.

1.

Food service

6.

Teaching

2.

Travel journalism

7.

Recreation

3.

Rental-car companies

8.

Lawyers

9.

Bus companies

10.

Tour companies

4. Meeting planners
5. Health-care careers

Travel/Tourism

Related
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KEY TO TEST ITEMS
TRAVEL/TOURISM RELATED BUSINESSEL

TEST ITEM 006-6.01-01

1. True
2. True
3. False
4. True
5. True

TEST ITEM 006-6.04-02
(Possible answers)
1-.

2.
3.

4.
5.

TEST ITEM 006. 6.01 -02
1. f
2. d
3. a (American Society of Travel Agents)
4. c

5. b

Hotels providing gift shops
Motels locating near shopping malls
Placing coupons in brochures
Brochures in welcome centers
Providing a variety of souvenir items

TEST ITEM 006-6.05-01
True
2. True
3. True
4. True
5. False
1.

TEST ITEM 006. 6.02 -01

TEST ITEM 006-6.05-02

1. d

2.
3.

c

(Answers will vary)

Changing lifestyles
2. Automation
3. Airline deregulation

a

1.

4. b
5. 'a

TEST ITEM 006-6.02-02

1. X
2. X
3. X
4.

5. X

4. Stable economy
5. Tourism promotion by cities/counties

6.

7. X
8.

9. X
10.

TEST ITEM 006-6.03-01

TEST ITEM 006-6.06-01
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

True
False
True
True
Truc

1. c

2. f
3. e

4.

TEST ITEM 006-6.06-02
1. X
6.
2. X
7. X
3. X
8.

a

5. b
TEST ITEM 006-6.03-92

1. True
2. True
3. True
4. False
5. False

9. X

4. X
5.

10. X

TEST ITEM 006-6.04-01

1. X
2. X
3. X
4. X
5. X

Travel/Tourism
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